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Generally Fair Tonight
and Tuesday;
Warmer.

EXCLUSIVE AtHQQIATED
VOL. XXXII.

HEAT

HAS COUNTRY
IN GRASP
EASTERN
TIONS

the hottest July 3 recorded since the
weather bureau was established. One
death was reported early this morning and prostrations increased hourly.
In Brooklyn, Eugene Cortnell, crazed
1R-LIKEM0VE
by the heat, ran amuck with an open
knife and, after attempting to stab
a policeman and several citizens
shot dead by an officer.
At Newark, N. J., reliabjle therm
meters registered 100 degrees t
SENDING BY KAISER OF GUNBOAT
a. m. One death was reported.

FRANCE RESENTS

there to the Germans aa the Algericas

agreement made the consent of the
sultan necessary to such sale.
NEARLY

AN INCH OF

RAIN

Nealy an inch 'of rata fell Saturdav
afternoon and night, the guage at the
Normal registering .85 Inches. Te
rain began with a terrific downpour
tha)t flushed theantters to, overflow
ing. This continued only a few min
tea but it filled the rain gauge up
to the .73 Inches notch. The rain durTO MOROCCO STRAINS
ing the evening amounted to .12 inch-RELATIONS
Nevr Mexico certainly "has It
on' Colorado and Kansas this ye- -,
AUTHORITY those states are crying for rain. Dm
Ing the past seven days an Inch and
f
of rain has fallen In Las
ALGERICAS CONFERENCE DID NOT Vegas and three baseball
games have
PROVIDE FOR SUCH INTERbeen postponed on account of wet
grounds. One Kansas town has call
FERENCE
ed off Its Fourth of July celebration
for fear the grass In the city park
UNITED STATES NOT INVOLVED would catch fire. Las Vegas is pray
ng it will not rain on the Fourth.
The dry farmers are happy and that
HOWEVER, THIS GOVERNMENT IS makes
everybody else feel good.
WATCHING
PROGRESS
OF

BY GERMANY

AND CENTRAL POR
OF UNITED STATES

FAIRLY
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95 In Pittsburg;

7 Dead.
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It's Better to Be Careful on The
Fourth.
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ENGLISH CHANNEL
IIASNOTERRORS
J

FOR BIRDMEN

to London, ' The Btart was according
ly made and with the same precision
that had characteri2ed the arrival at
Dover. The machines left at two
minute Intervals, only one losing any
tune, and that only & few second
Comments were freely made as to the
possiDimy, granting the continued de
velopment of the aeroplane, of landing
an invading force on British territory
ay weir use.

tLcVEN

AVIATORS
WING WAY
ACROSS STRETCH OF WATER
WITHOUT MISHAP

CITY EDITIO

.

... Flyers Reach London.
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ADJOURNMENT OF
CONGRESSEARLY
IN AUGUST
INDICATIONS

ARE

FOR IT
ITS WORK A
MONTH HENCE

TO

CONCLUDE

were
early astir to witness the arrival of
tie competing aviators at Hendon
LAND SAFELY AT DOVER The progress of the flight from Ca NO'
VOTING DAY SET YET
lais was- indicated on great black
boards and by the explosion of aeri
ONE OF THEM, RENEAUX, ACCOM
ai Domoe. An elaborate system ot RECPROCITY
ADVOCATES
CON.
PLISHED FEAT, ACCOMPANIED
pilotage had been arranged from Do
FIDENT
OF
THAT
MEASURE'S
IN
CUMBED
CHICAGO
ver to Hendon, as well as at the
Nne Die In Philaelphia.
BY PASSENGER
ULTIMATE PASSAGE
aerodrome, to facilitate an easy flight
Philadelphia, .Itilv 3. Nine deaths
and descent Nevertheless, Train lost
are reported here todnv as a result
NO RELIEF IS IN SIGHT of the heat.
EUROPEAN CIRCUIT CONTEST his bearings near New Haven and
was compelled to descend. He slight STATEHOODJAY GO OVER
ed rather roughly and hi'B machtnn
95 Decrees at Baltimore.
THERMOMETERS CONTINUED
THIS LEG OF AERIAL JOURNEY
LEGISLATION
At Rranv
Baltimore, Md., July 3. The tem
running down hlil, was damaged. THIS
CLIMBING TODAY NO PROSNOTABLE FOR AN ABSENCE
here at noon was 93 de
Verdine, in his monoplane, was the
perature
PLACED
ON THE "NOT
"
PECT OF RAIN
INDICTMENTS
ARE QUASHED
EVENTS IN AFRICA
first to arrive, reaching Hendon at
OF ACCIDENTS
grees. One death was reported ana
CALENDAR
Los
3.
Willis
Angeles, July
Judge
8:55. He said he had a splendid pas
one crazed woman commited suicide.
of the criminal department of the
across the channel and up the
sage
Pans, July 3. Foreign
Minister
3.
Jjover, England, July
Only by coast.
Washington, July 3. Indications
103" Registered in Chicago
A half hour later Vidart deDeSelves did not remain In Paris to- superior court entered an order to making the
4 Washington, July 3. Indlea- - 4
under
are growing that congress
flight
the
Indictments
day
quashing
against
my con
scended. Kimberllng, Beaumont and
tions are that tomorrow will be
Chlcagp, July 3 At 1 o'clock this day, but accompanied President Fal- circumstances,
clude its extra session earlier than
Bert Connors, Ira Bender and A. B. ifsome extraordinary
Garros
landed
of
thermome
within
ever
afternoon
hottest
Fourth
4
the
the
the
next
to
half
wiill any aviator ever be able here
4
lieres
Holland. Yesterday it was
government
July
expected. Many senators and Demo
ter on the street level showed 102 announced that M. DeSelves had Maple, the union men accused of hav after to gain any particular glory hour in the order named.
experienced east of the Missis- eratic house leaders are figuring on
to
the
ing
conspired
destroy
county
Record-breaking
from the feat. After today the flight
4 degrees.
4 sippi river.
changed his plans and would stay hall of records building with
the first week of August as a possi
dyna must be
FOR TENNIS TITLE.
4 temperatures ae reported all 4
ere as a consequence of the new mite. The men were not
considered an ordinary afble adjournment time. The situation.
how
freed,
3.
N.
In
Orange,
Boston.
J., July
1044
Play in the however, is not
iutation brought about in Morocco ever. The court ordered their cases fair, for this morning saw no less
4 over the middle and eastern f
sufficiently clear to
than eleven aviators, contestants In annual Middle States championship warrant a
4 states and no relief is In sight. 4 Boston, July 3. The street ther - by the determination of Germany to recommitted to the grand ury.
positive
prediction.
lawn
detennis
tournament
104
Vi
the European circuit race, wing their
began today
4 It was 107 here on the street mometers at noon showed
send a gunboat to Agadir.
No understanding lias been reached
on the courts of the Orange Lawn
103
on
2
was
o'clock
At
it
across
degrees.
the channel and alight in
wajy
4 level at 2 o'clock this afternoon, 4
Premier Cailaux has taken over tha
for a vote in the senate on the Can
STIMSON GOES TO PANAMA
the street level. Eight deaths and conduct of the
Dover as easily as a flock of birds Tennis club at Mountain Station, and adian
3.
foreign office pending
of
reciprocity bill, whose advo
Washington,
July
Secretary
will continue through the ereater
hundreds of prostrations were report DeSelves' return and
might have done. Moreover, one of
cates express complete confidence in
will direct
ar
Stimson
left
Washington
today
of
the
week. There are many
part
New York Swelters
ed.
its passage, and tha wool tariff nd
France's attitude concerning German to be gone until some time in August, the eleven, Aviator Reneaux, carried entrants and
New York, July 3. The eastern
they are almost without free list
a
this
in
passenger
biplane.
in
Morocco.
bills.
intervention
Is not during which time he will make a
It
Senator Penrose.
and central parts of the country.
A great crowd had surrounded tha exception well known players whose chairman of
102 Degrees at Atchison, Kan.
finance committee,'
the
after consulting with minute inspection 'of the Panama
that,
unlikely
standard
of
high
play
which fairly cooked yesterday, prob
gives promise
Atchison, Kan., July 3. Reports of Great
landing place in anticipation of the
to press for unanimous conproposes
France may send a canal.
Britain,
of
good competition.
arrival of the aviators. They had
ably today received even a worse 102 degrees at noon and four pros
sent to fix dates for votes on all
to Agadir, as the Algericas
but a short time to wait before Ve- v
scorching and the death list from heat trations made this the hottest day warship
three.
conference authorizes the policing of
BIG FIRES IN WICHITA
drine, consistently the leader in the
promises to be large. In New York on record here.
To
hasten action Mr. Penrose and
the Moroccan coast by France In con
CROP IN
Wichita, Kan., July 1. Two fires previous stages of the race, drove his COTTON
at 8 o'clock this morning, the ther
other senators are planning longer
with
.one
here
junction
killed
Spain.
and
person
yesterday
mometer registered 87 degrees. This
monoplane into view out of a bank of
sessions and may insist on night meet
Although the German action was sud did property damage that will amount fleecy clouds that hung low over the
was 15 degrees higher than at the MIIf-MlUT- E
Mr. La Follette of Wisconsin
SPLENDID SHAPE ings.to offer
den, France had been anticipating a to about $150,000. The fires were re channel. . He made a circuit of the
Fame time yesterday, and yesterday
amendments when he
move of some sort by Germany be ported at about the same time. The aerodome and landed gracefully. Tha
was the hottest day for twelve years,
makes his long speech on reciprocity.
d
Mr. Brlstow of Kansas will put
EXPRESS WRECKED cause of Spain's extension of her mili Lack of water pressure retarded the flight frim Calais had been accompwith & maximum of 94.5 degrees. The
OFFtCIAL ESTIMATES INDICATE
tary operations In the north of Mor firemen. The largest fire caused the lished in about half an hour.
heat in the metropolis has caused ten!
insurgent contentions and othocco, a policy which Fiance has stead destruction of the planr'orthe Arctic
The other contestants followed In
ers who will figure in debate include
LARGEST YIELD IN HISTORY
deaths and more than sixty prostraTWO KILLED AND 17 INJURED ily opposed as leading to the idea Ice company.
Senators Gronna of North Dakota,
tions.
Here, produce, meats quick succession. Seven monoplanes
OF COUNTRY
WHEN PASSENGER TRAINS
and Thornton of Louisiana, who will
that the agreement of Algericas was and apples were stored and also about were' almost bunched, then came two
It. was 91 degrees at Philadelphia at
COLLIDE
dead and that Morocco was to be dis- $35,000 worth of furs belonging to a biplanes, and another
monoplane
speak this week; Burton of Ohio,
10 o'clock this morning, nine degrees
Washington, July 3. Official esti Stone of
Missouri, Nelson imd Clapp
membered.
The French press con- dry goods company, all of which were brought up the rear. Everything went mates on the cotton
warmer than at the same hour yesof
crop report
fashion
as
of
3. Two persons tinues calm, but
and
in
as
Minnesota,
Philadelphia,
Bailey of Texas and
ordinary
July
orderly
urges the govern- destroyed.
1911 indicates that it will be the larg
terday, and high humidity added to were killed and seventeen
inSimmons of North Carolina.
a horse race meeting, One by
as
at
others
ment
to
conduct
the
situation
a
with
the discomfort.
est in the history of the country, ap
ured when a Pennsylvania express firm hand.
Neither the senate nor the house
one the machines appeared over the
proximating, according to the present will be In session until Wednesday
Chicago has fairly sweltered since train, bound for Atlantic City,
to
aerodrome,
the
trees, swept down
of 500 pounds The senate
Friday. It was 90 at 9 o'clock today
a local passenger train at
special committee to
circled it and landed without a sem- flguree, 14,425,000 bales
United States on Qui Vive
a million
almost
and the mercury was climbing steadi- Lucaston, a little station, two miles
each,
by
exceeding
eletclon of Senator
th
a
of
blance
mishap.
Washington, July 3. Germany has
bales the record crop of 1904.
ly. Seven deaths and eight prostra- north of Camden, N. J., today.
will resume hearings July
excitement
Lorimer
none
of
the
was
There
advised the United States of the
tions were reported Sunday.
The
Railroad officials say the accident
that had characterized the finish of The condition of the cotton crop on 16 and the house "sugar trust" indeath rate among babies is exceed- was due to a brakeman's throwing a sending of the gunboat Panther to
flights, June 25 was 88.2 percent normal, vestigating committee,- July 10. The
the previous
Agadir, Morocco. While this governcross-over
since
the
switch
instead of a siding
ingly high
nor were the aviators exhausted. In- compared with 87.7 percent on May house "steel tnpt" anvestlgating
beginning of the
ment is watching the progress
of
switch.
hot wave.
stead, they crawled from their aero- 25, 1911; 80.7 percent on June 25, committee will continue its hearing
80.0 soon.
Two coaches of the local 'train were events in the African empire it is not
Kansas City experienced the hottest
planes and calmly walked away with 1910; 74.6 per cent in 1909, and
interested In the poliUcal
vitally
were
Condition
on
June
derailed
and
machines
the
A revision of the cotton tariff will
wrecked
average
their
the
while
and
percent,
partly
friends
night since the establishment of the
phase of uhe situation. The United
taekn to the hangars to be over 25 during the past ten years, accord- lie undertaken by the house commit
weatner bureau tnere 23 years ago. killed and injured were in these cars. States was
a signator to the AlgerLittle or no damage was inflicted on
Mayor K. D. Goodall today Is- - 4 hauled, very much as a race horse ing to the department of agriculture's tee on ways and means, probably the
and no abatement is promised. Alicas
convention
its
by
interest In the 4 sued a Fourth of July proclama- - 4 might be led to Its stable for a
latter part of this week, and Chairestimate, announced at, noon today.
most the entire city slept or tried to the express train, but it had a narrow
development of American commerce f tion in which he lays down rules 4
an
from
awful accident.
Its
escape
man Underwood expects to report It
was
The
condition
shown
Texas
crop
In
outdoors.
the
quarsleep
poorer
to be observed by the boys and 4
of the eleven as 85 per cent, compared with
schedule calls for a speed of a mile smd the protection of lives and propthe
as
last
soon
to the house shortly thereafter.
a
As
ters, fire escapes and sidewalks were a
and it was unusually long, erty of its citizens. This country has
and citizens in general in f aviators had landed the wind began year average of 80 per cent.
minute,
House leaders do not expect it to ge
girls
filled with exhausted people.
The
made up of Pullmans and steel taken no action in the present Moroc- 4 order that life and property 4 to freshen and it was decided to start
being
pressed in the senate.
government thermometer showed 91 coacnes. Had tne
occurred a can affair except to make strong re- 4 may be safeguarded by the use 4 immediately on the next stage of
That and statehood are scheduled
impact
et midnight.
and
thence
fraction of a second later both trains presentation to the sultan in
Shoreham
to
and
4
10
contest,
of
fire
go over to the regular session in
the
cap
It was 104 at St. Joseph yesterday must inevitably have been wrecked to the capture of an Americanregard 4 other crackers, Thepistols
December, providing expeditious acproclama- - f
explosives.
and two deaths there from heat were with terrible loss of life.
tion can be secured in the senate on
4 GROWTH OF NATIONAL BANKS
by the rebel troops.
4 tion follows:
reported.
Increases
the reciprocity, wool and free list
4 Notice is hereby given that 4 Washington, July 3.
BATTLE
IN
MEXICO
At 7 o'clock this morning the temmilbills.
4 Ordinance No. 311, ' prohibiting 4 since June 30, 1910, of 190
Germany Shows Her Hand
180
perature was from 5 to 10 degrees TAFT CONDEMNS
and
4
individual
in
the
deposits
4
3.
the
fireworks
in
lions
of
tieriin, July
discharge
Having shown her
SEAMEN'S STRIKE OVER
higher than normal for that hour
hand In sending the gunboat Panther 4 city limits, Is hereby so far sus- - 4 millions in loans are shown by the AS A RESULT OF CLASH AT LOS
southwest.merThe
The White
banks
throughout the
national
Engk, July 3
all
the
of
statements
Liverpool,
r
to Agadir, Morocco, '
hours
twenty-fou4
4
for the
REYES EIGHT ARE DEAD
THE CAP PISTOL awaiting the action of Germany is 4 ofpended
condicury stood at 80 degrees in St. JosStates
agreed
today
company
showing
SUfr
United
Steamship
the
of
that
4
AND
WOUNDED
1911,
TEN
of
the
Fourth
July,
France, which
figcombined
and
of
the
terms
The
settlement
1911..
7.
eph, Mo., 72 at Omaha, and 80 at
to
the
June
tions
it is expected, will be taken
It shall be lawful to discharge 4
only afis ended. The
Wichita, Springfield, Mo., Oklahoma
strike
heie
va- - 4 ures have just been published by the
shipping
3.
ter
4
a
in
that
In
fireworks
or
firearms
consultations
Mexico,
Guadalajara,
with Great Britain
July
of the currency. Total clash today between two bands of men of other companies are also re
City, Little Rock, Ark., and Ft, Worth, IN AN ADDRESS AT CLEVELAND, and Russia. It is
hoped here that the 4 cant portion within the city of 4 comptroller
mil122
URGED
PRESIDENT
or
TODAY,
7
at
o'clock
this morning.
Tex.,
Maderists In Los Reyes, state of turning to work. At Be'fast the ship
4 East Las Vegas toward Green's 4 reserves, 1,478 millions,
step taken by the German foreign
SANE FOURTH
There were no indications of rain
will lead to a general discussion 4 lake, lying to the east of Fifth 4 lions above the leagl requirements.
Mlchoacan, it is reported that eight ping strike was settled today and
today the forecaster said and the
men were killed and ten wounded. work was resumed.
of the Moroccan situation
street and to the north of Baca f
by the four 4-4
SERGcANT-AT-ARMGUILTY
Cleveland, O., July 3. President
.,
probabilities were that the temperaThe
of
fight was the outcome of the
avenue.
4
In
all
powers
other portions
tures would crowd closely the high- Taft made an early address here to questionprincipally interested and the the
NO FIGHTING IN PORTUGAL
Columbus, Ohio, July 3; The jury organization of a force by Sabas Val- unlaw- - 4
Is
such
city
discharge
settled.
definitely
Otherwise
day on tne observation or a sane the' Germans will
est of yesterday, which was 104.
son
- 4 In the case of Rodney' J Diegle, .
.of
the
,a.
Lisbon,
ladero,
Portugal, July 3. Official
planter,
wealthy
Causful
4
and renders the persons
of the Ohio state sen-- who had assumed charge of affairs at and complete denial of the rumor pub'At 10 o'clock this morning the offi- Fourth of July, speaking from the until the Franco-Spanis- remain in Morocco 4 Ing the same liable to arrest 4
expeditions
on trial charged Los Reyes. On. hearing of this move lished .abroad that fighting between
cial thermomieter on the roof of the rear platform of his" car to several ha-rIs 4 ate, who has been
been withdrawn.
A general 4 and punishment. . Attention
"? "' :"
in ' the Mendanzo, commanding the regular
and
aiding
with
abetting
"Whitehall Building, 320 feet above thousand people. :
republicans and monarchists had occalled to the' fact that said Or-"Moroccan conference is not
4
R. An- Maderlst . force, went to investigate curred at
.L.
there-arexpected.
Senator
"Statistics show that
of
State
ter
briber(y
the street, registered "97 degrees, with
Oporto was made today. It
4 dinanoe Noi 311, prohibits at all 4
drews, at noon' today returned a ver- and in the fight that followed won a was also denied that any revolution-- "
every Indication that It would continue rible losses to children in life and
times
'
4
4
and places within the city
Calm Prevails at Agadir ,
dict finding him guilty. The Jury had victory over Valladero.
climbing. This is the hottest day of limb, because of insane and foolish
ary violence had taken place in
3. The 4 limits, the firing of cannon crack- 4 been out since 4:30 last Friday afterMogador, Morocco,
July
of
observation
national
the
holiday,"
the year and within two degrees of
crack4
4 ers, thunderbolts, or any
said the president. "It is our duty Agadir district is calm. The Raids
noon, this being a record in tlhls counROYAL HENLEY REGATTA.
4 ers larger than the squib fire 4 try.
to rid the mothers of the country of recently refused to sell their lands
London,
July 3. More than ordin
4 cracker, or the discharge of all 4
is manifested In the an
lnteerst
ary
anxiety by the passing of ordinances
4 fireworks that may be set off 4
nual Henley regatta, which takes place
forbidding the cannon cracker, the
4 by friction of ysonousslon (ex- 4
this week over the usual course on
cap pistol and other menaces to child
4 cept the tissue paper torpedo) 4
the Thames. No college eight from
hood."
4 so that the discharge, of these 4
the opposite side of the water figures
4 will be unlawful, In the district 4
this year in the English aquatic derby
PARLIAMENTARY
DELEGATES
4 above named where permission 4
an eight from the Ottawa Rowing
tut
Dublin, July 3. The representatives
4 is given to discharge other fire- 4
club Is gcdng to have a try for the
of the colonial parliaments at the
4 works,
4
Grand Challenge .cup, while a four
cornoratlon arrived In Dublin today to
K. D. GOODALL, Mayor, 4
from the same club 'will compete for
tour
of the kingdom as
'
begin their
4 Attest:
4
the Steward's Challenge cup. All
guests of the lords and commons
4 CHARLES TAMME, Clerk.
4,
of
the events are well filled and It is
committee. After visiting Belfast to
4 East La8 Vegas, N. M., July 3, 4,
expected some records will be broken.
morrow the party will proceed to
41911.
,. 4
The regatta will open Wednesday and
Scotland.
4V 4 4 4 4'4 4 4 4- - 4
continue until the end of the week.
Pittsburg, July 3. It was 93 de
grees at noon here today. Four pv
DEATHS AND PROSTRATIONS sons dropped dead
during the fore
noon, one committed suicide and two
TEN FATALITIES IN NEW YORK were drowned in the river while hath
ing.
SUNDAY, WHILE SEVEN SUC-
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POSTMASTER AT

FUI IS

BASEBALL

HELD

OF SENATOR BARE-LARRESTED AS HE WAS
LEAVING TERRITORY

Polsom, N. M., July 3 Juan B.
of Senator
Martinez,
Barela, son of one of tbe
wealthiest and most prominent residents In tbe territory, and one of tbe
beat known young; men of New Mexico, was taken off a train here by
Smith
Postoffice Inspectors Ralph
and Patrick Moran while he was on
bis way to Colorado. He is held
pending the arrival of a warrant from
the United States authorities charging
him with being short In ih!s accounts
as postmaster at North Des Moines.
The estimated shortage is $900, but
the books have not been thoroughly
examined. The inspectors refuse to
talk for publication.
Whether or not Martinez was attempting to leave the country is not
known, but he has been under surveillance for four days, and every
move has been watched by the Inspectors who found the shortage In
his books after a regular examination
In the usual course of business. The
supposition among Mends in this city
is that he was trying to reacn his
and
rich and 'powerful father-in-latell him of his predicament and ask
him to intercede with the govern
ment officers. He learned too late,
however, as th warrant had already
been sworn out for him.
Martinez refuses to state whether
he was intending to leave the territory for good, knowing) that he would
soon he behind the bars, or whether
he was going after money to make
good the alleged shortage. Neither
would he admit the shortage. He is
sullen and silent over his arrest and
his wife and parents are heart-brokeover the discovery of the alleged
peculations.
The postmaster's father is on his
bond, and has already made an offer
it Is said, to pay the government all
of the losses and expenses connected
with the investigation. The government will likely accept the offer for
payment of the shortage, but inasmuch as the warrant has been sworn
out his case will have to go its usual
course unless Senator Barella can
succeed in having the federal officers drop It '
The inspectors, it is said here,
found the shortage two weeks ago
and got orders from Denver to make
a hurried inspection of the money
Each day they
order department.
found where cash had not been turned in for the orders issued and in a
week had run the figures up to $900.
They reported to their superiors and
the orders for an arrest were given.
It is hinted here that no one connected with the postoffice department
knew that the accused man was so
closely related to Senator Barela,
North Des Moines Is about ten
miles from Polsom. There are two
postoffjees. Martinez has been in
charge for about three years. The
arrest has caused much comment
here, where the Martinez family is
known so widely.
W. E. Cochran, postoffice inspector-in-charg- e
at Denver, admitted that
Martinez was in custody of his men
at Polsom, when shown the dispatch
from here. He would not go into
details of the case except to state
that the warrant had not been served
and that it was a charge of embezzling postoffice funds which caused
his men to detain Martinez.
Cas-lmlr- o

son-in-la-

n

HAY FEVER AND SUMMER COLDS

Must be relieved quickly and Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound will do it.
E. M. Stewart, 1034 Wolfram St., Chicago, writes: "I have been greatly
troubled during the hot summer
months with hay fever and find that
by using Foley's Honey and Tar
I get great relief." Many others
who suffer similarly will be glad to
benefit by Mr. Stewart's experience.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Com-oun-

Co.

(9

WOLGAST READY

.

CALENDAR

OF

SPORTS

4

FOR SHORTAGE
SON-IN-LA-

NOTES

2..i2).

d

Walter Nagle, the California pit
cher, has been sold by Pittsburg to
tbe Boston Americans.
'
Fitzgerald, 'of the Highlanders, has
been playing swell ball during the
absence of Harry Wolter.
Several major league clubs are trying to land Pitcher Earl Akers of the
Dubuque Three I League.
Umpire James Bannon of the New
England League has been appointed
manager of the Haverhill team.
Besides pitching winning hall for
the Boston Red Sox, Joe Wood is do
lus great work with the stick.
After winning 24 out of 27 games,
the Champion Athletes lost two
games in one afternoon to the Boston
Red Sox.

Pitcher Nap Rucker, of Brooklyn,
has beaten Cincinnati three times
this year, by scores of 2 to 0, 1 to 0
and 3 to 1.
Turner, of the Cleveland Naps, is
out of the game nursing a lame back,
"Tuck" is the king of unlucky ball
players.
Honus Wagner is playing good ball
at first base for the Pittsburg Pirates.
All infield positions look alike to
Honus.
Followers of the Boston Nationals
are clamoring for Fred Tenney's
scalp. They want Johnny; Kilns ap
pointed manager of the Rustlers.
President Navln says that he Is
willing to sell the Detroit franchise
to some other city on account of the
poor attendance in Detroit
It Is said that Frank Chance will
retire at the close of the present sea
son, and that Joe Tinker will be next
manager of the Cubs.
Since 1858 Harvard and Tale have
played 118 baseball games. Tale winning 59, Harvard 58, and one game
in which John and Ell quit with the
score tied.
Manager McGraw says that the
f 200 fine for Raymond goes as it lays,
and if "Bugs" does not keep In condition, a fine of a few hundred more
will be slapped on him.
For summer diarrhoea n children al
ways give Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and castor
oil, and a speedy cure is certain. For
sale by all druggists.
RED HAIR WAS NEW TO THEM
Indians for a Long Time Insisted
That White Man's Scalp Must
Have Been Painted.
Forty years ago the Indians in
Colorado knew but little of the white
man, and nothing hardly of his ways
or habits except from tradition.
Among the people who went to settle In Colorado at that time was a
man with very red hair. He and his
party were thrown among the Indians, who thought at first that his
hair was painted, Jus as they painted their own bodies and faces.
An old chief came up to him one
day and looked at his hair very carefully.
"Ugh!" said he.
And then, turning to the interpreter
who had the party in charge, he
wanted him to ask the man where he
got the kind of paint that would color,
and yet not he greasy or look dabby.
He was told that the man's hair was
not painted, but he would not believe
more walked up to the
It He once
Brrutlnized his locks, run
or,
and lookning his hand through them
ing at his fingers.
d
man became a little
The
nervous, and half fancied that the
chief was calculating how nice a red
scalp would look hung to his belt.
The interpreter, however, laughingly
told the man what the chief had said.
Two or three more of the Indians
then gathered around tne party, and
powthey and the interpreter had a asked
wow. Finally the interpreter
the man if he would object to putting
water on his hair.
He saw the Indians would, not believe but that it was painted, until
not
they saw that the water would took
man
The
out.
color
wash the
some water, rubbed it on his hair,
and then showed his hands to them.
But It took four or five days of wonthem
dering examination to convince
that he had not found' some peculiar
in a bright
paint, and got himself up
'
red suit of hair.
red-haire-
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S.S.S. is the only remedy that can be used with perfect safety in

FOR HIS BATTLE
WITH

IRAN

AMERICAN

CHAMPION

AND EN

GLISH LIGHTWEIGHTS TRAIN-ETO HOUR FOR CONTEST

San Francisco, July 3. Trained to
the hour and ready for their battle,
which will be for the lightweight
championship of the world, Ad Wol-gaof Milwaukee, and Owen Moran
the English lightewight, await the
call to the ring tomorrow afternoon.
Lares crowds visited the camps of
the rival flgjhters today and came
away with the opinion that both are
Ir good physical trim for the bout.
Judging from the betting flavor
around San Francisco, Wolgast will
be the favorite by a very narrow margin when he enters the ring. Nearly
all the sporting writers concede the
Milwaukee fighter the victory, but
they are also ready to admit that the
little Britisher has a chance.
Moran is bubbling over with con
fidence, and his friends are backing
him liberally at the prevailing odds,
He has been training faithfully ever
since the articles were signed, first
at Lake Tahoe and later at San Ra
fael, and if he loses the fight tomoro-rohe will not be able to make the
old excuse of poor condition.
Like his sturdy little opponent,
Moran is a slashing inflghter, carrying a stiff wallop in either hand. As
to hitting there Is little to choose between them, for boys who have met
both of them say Moran is the harder
hitter of the two, although they admit Wolgast has the most dangerous
Moran depends more upon
swing.
straight punches and he has a short
uppercut that Is likely to prove dan
gerous to his opponent. Like the
the Britisher is In his ele
ment when at close range, hammering both fists against some unprotect
ed portion of his opponent's anatomy.
The tweny-rounroute is believed
to suit both fighters equally well. As
to weight and size they are very even
ly matched, both being about the
same height and able to weigh in at
about 130 pounds each. In the matter of ring experience it is customary
to assign the advantage to Wolgast,
hut this is only because of the fact
that Moran is a comparative new- comer on this side of the water. Wolgast has been fighting only about five
years' while Moran's record dates
back considerably earlier. Before coming to America the Britisher had been
fighting for some years on the other
side, and before Wolgast made his
first appearance In the ring Moran
had whipped Digger Stanley and other
Moran was then fizM- ir-in the bantam class.
.

d

WITH THE BOXERS

f

Harry Gilmore, Jr., former mana
ger of Packy McFarland, is now
the manager of Frankie Conley.
Knockout Brown and Tom Ginty of
Scranton, have signed to meet in a
bout at Scranton, July 4.
Albany, N. T., fight fans are willing
to back Kid Henry against Willie
Lewis in a
bout for any
amount up to $5,000.
Sam Langford says that he was
afraid to "cut loose" in his recent
tout with Tony Caponl In Winnipeg.
The "Tar Baby" thinks the Winnipeg
police would have nailed him if he
had started anything.
Eliza's Baked Onions.
Boll four bermuda onions about ten
minutes. When cool remove the centers. Chop about three of the centers
with ten cents' worth of cold boiled
Mix this with some buttered
bam.
bread crumbs and stuff onions with
this. Place in pan, putting a lump of
butter on top of each. Make about
f
one and
cupfuls of rather thin
white sauce and pour around onions.
Bake covered 45 minutes, remove
one-hal-

cover, sprinkle with buttered crumbs,
and brown 15 minutes.

non-injurio- us

Mississippi Valley Power Boat regatta opens at Dubuque, Iowa,"
Regatta of the New England Engine and Boat association at Bosotn.
Annual regatta of the Pacific Association of Amateur Oarsmen at
Oakland, Cal.
International power boat regatta at
Red Bank, N. J.
People's regatta on the Schuyklll
river, Philadelphia.
Regatta of the New England Amateur Rowing association at Boston.
Trotting meetings begin at Pipestone, Minn.; Flint, Mich.; and Joliet,

C9lery up

one-hal-

for the FOURTH

'
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We have just received a full and complete line of good, fast color Flags, in every
size desirable. These are of best materials,
well mounted on Spearhead sticks and are
as low in price as most inferior makes.

lc

to $22.50 each

Bunting of standard quality in all the different patterns,
and one color effects
in any desired quantity.
tri-col- or

ill.

Opening of horse shows at Boze-man- ,
Mont; Culpepper, Va.; Charleston, L. Va.
Ad Wolgast vs. Owen Moran, 20
rounds, at San Francisco.
"Knockout" Brown vs. "Cyclone"
Thompson, 10 rounds at Gary, Ind.
Toung Saylor vs. Grover Hayes, 10
rounds, at Indianapolis.
Battling Nelson vs. Peter McVeigh,
10 rounds, at Fort Lawton, Wash.
WEDNESDAY

Missouri Valley women's tennis
championships at Kansas City, Mo.
.Annual tournament of the Nebras
ka State Golf association opens at
Omaha.
Opening of the Rlyal Henley Regat
ta on the Thames River, England.
THURSDAY
Tournament for Massachusetts open
golf championship at Brookline, Mass.

ISTABDSHED 7S6&

Those Who Take Foley Kidney Pills
For their kidney and bladder ailments, and for annoying urinary irregularities are always grateful both
for the quick and permanent relief
they afford, and for their tonic and
effect as well.
strengthening
Try
FRIDAY
O. G. Schaefer
Pills.
Kidney
Foley
amateur
Pacific
North
rowing and Red Cross
Drug Co.
championships begin at Portland, Ore.

COMING!

SATURDAY

Championships of the Intercollegl- - WANTED SENSE OF DIRECTION
ate Swimming association at Sheeps- head Bay, N. T.
Stranger In City Felt it Imperative
race meetings
That 'He Should Get His
Opening of seven-da- y
in Vancouver and Montreal.
"Bearings."
Meeting of exeutive committee of
The stolidity of the new arrival InAmeriacn Bowling Congress at Chiindifference to gorgeous views,
dicated
cago.
at
after
Illinois State tennis championship yet immediately hotel heregistering
asked to be
the skyscraper
tournament at Chicago.
taken to the roof.
Hudson river tennis championship
"View?" said he to a protesting
tournament at Tonkers, N. T.
friend. "No, it isn't the view I want.
Western Pennsylvania tennis cham I don't care a rap for that. I want
to get a sense of direction.
pionships (singles) at Pittsburg.
"In a city you can get that much
better from a great height than from
the street. Down there the buildings
all about kind of obfuscate you. Tou
Light on Habits of Snakes.
the points of the compass mixed
the
get
theories
The popular
regarding
cobra's musical ear, and the snrjee's at the start, and never get them
power of fascinating birds, are upset straightened out. That has been my
by a statement made the other day by experience in several cities.
"In London and Boston I cannot
Professor Barnard who has been studying this species of snake in Ceylon. tell north from south to this day when
love for the sun is not shining, and in Chicago
The serpent's traditional
music Is a pure fable, he says. The I am not much better off. I lived in
only effect of music is to arouse the that town for two years, and, of
reptile's curiosity, which Is excited by course, learned to reason out the carany loud and. acute sound. The cobra dinal points, but I never felt them. If
protrudes Its head from its burrow I had obeyed instinct when I wanted
alike on hearing the snake charmer's to go west I would have walked
flute, the rattling of a chain, or the straight into Lake Michigan,,
sounds made by betting the ground
"Nowadays when reaching a strange
with a switch.
Barnard also con- city I take my bearings from a lofty
cludes that the power of fascination tower. I expect to live in New Tork
upon birds is purely imaginary.
the rest of my natural days, and I do
not wish constantly to have to combat the feeling that when I start to
e
A
Constable.
Albany I ought to board a Staten
"Te say ye ain't been speedin, eh?"
ferryboat." New Tork Times.
paid Silas as he stopped the car.
"Nary a speed," said the chauffeur,
trying to be amiable.
MOTHER CRAY'S
"When did ye leave Quince vllle?"
POWDERS
SWEET
demanded Silas, suspiciously.
CHILDREN,
FOR
"Five o'clock this morning," said
A OertalnRellef .orFeverlnhnriia,
the chauffeur," with a wink at his comHea
Conntlpailoi..
b Troublea, Teething
Niomni
.i
!
a i il II a I r n
munion.
Th Break lip Cold.
Worm,.
"Five this mornin', eh?" said the Trttd MrK. In
84 Dour, ai an ltukkibus idvia
Pi. m.-- d K R K K Address.
constable, catching the wink. "Taken Don't .COpt JSun
A. 8. OLMSTED, LaRoy.N.T.
ye six hours to come four miles. in,ubituf.
Wa-al- ,
1
guess I'll run ye In, anyhow,
only I'll change the complaint from
PILLS
overspecdln" to olmtructin' the
CHICHESTER brandu
a
Warner's Weekly.
As
I,aIlei
jour vntM lot

"3oM

- Flanders "20"
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Phone riain 60
and arrange for demonstration date

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Laa Veg as. New Mexico.
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Sprains require careful treatment.
keep quiet and apply Chamberlain's
Liniment freely. It will remove the
soreness and quickly restore the parts
to a healthy condition. For sale by
ail druggists.

Spanish onions, four

DECORATE

TUESDAY

The uniform success, that, hn
t.
tended the use of Chamberlain's Colic,
onoiera ana jjiarrnoea Remedy has
made It a favorite everywhere. It can
always be depended unon. For snia
by ail drugglBta.

fair-size- d

the treatment of Contagious Blood Poison, and with the assurance to six potatoes, according to size,
that a lasting cure will result. There are certain mineral medicines little celery and about three crusts of
which will temporarily remove the external symptoirs of Contagious stale bread. Cut onions, potatoes and
and boil with bread In
Blood Poison, but when the treatment is left off the Jisease always
returns in worse form, and the delicate tissues of the stomach and
bowels are usually injured by these strong minerals, and frequently
stomach trouble, chronic dyspepsia, and mercurial Rheumatism are
added to the destructive blood poison. S.S.S, made entirely of
roots, herbs and barks of recognized curative and tonic
removes
value,
every particle of the virus from the circulation, and by
and
enriching
strengthening the blood, cures the disease permanently.
5. 5. S. does not hide or cover up the symptoms, but removes them
medby first eliminating the cause. Home Treatment Book and any
ical advice free. S. S. S. is sold at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO..
TIAMA, CA.

championships,
Southern tennis
singles and doubles, at Atlanta, Ga.
Middle States tennis championships
begin at Orange, N. J.
Packy McFarland vs. Toung Ahem,
30 rounds, at Albany, N. T.
Jack Dillon vs. Jim Howard, 10
rounds, at Memphis, Tenn.

about
a quart of water till thick, stirring
and adding more water If wanted.
Boll slowly for about an hour, then
rub all through a wire sieve. Add
f
about
pint of boiling milk
and pepper and salt to taste. Do not
boll after milk is added.

Milk Soup.

Bunting:

N. D.

The Wheel Track to Eternity.
Time is the most Important thing
In human life for what Is Joy after
its departure? und the most consolatoryfor puln, when time has fled, Is
no more. Time is (he wheel track in
which we roll on towards eternity,
which conducts us to the Incomprehensible. There Is a perfecting power connected with lis jiroRrena, and
this operates upon us the more beneficially when we duly intimate it
listen to Its voice, and do not waste
it, but regard it as the highest infinite
good In which all fliilto things rre
resolved. Wllhulm von Humboldt

Two

Flags

MONDAY

Opening of two days' auto, racing
on the Brighton Beach motordrome.
tournament
Annual championship
of the Royal Canadian Golf association at Ottawa.
Opening of trotting meeting at
Austin, Minn., and Hills Grove, R. L
Missouri Slope championships tennis tournament opens at Bismarck,

d

Bread

Ills In Kfil and Uold metsllicA
boxes. Mated with Blue, Rlbboa.

other. Bar ef roar
Take ae
Vnifl-t- . Askrorl'lll-tJUES-TEBDIAMOND UK AM, PILLS, tot S5i

rears known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

uA

LM K H

laf

IV J

V
-

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N.M
Corona, N.
Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom amon
si
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular
thing is worth moit.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to .someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would
never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper,
want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, article of usefulness
of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read
by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders
of the
best markets!
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Olive, feeling sure that she had fcu
the mark, fled, trembling to the opposite side of the room.

A , WEAPON
o
BY

DEFENSE
ErriE

STEVENS

Olive Perrtngton, lounging comfortably In an easy chair In the
s'
cosy guest chamber, turned
the pages of her book mechanically.
Her mind was too Intent upon a certain Intensely Important episode la
her own life story to care whether the
fictitious woes of Elizabeth or Reginald culminated happily or not, and she
finally let the novel fail unheeded to
her lap.
A Are blazed cheerily on the
hearth,
and the
d
lamp on the table at her side diffused a soft radiance over all. but so far as Olive was
concerned the room might have been
steeped in Egyptian darkness or
draped with the habiliments of woe.
It would have been more nearly in
keeping with her present mood.
"Oh, why was I so foolish as to refuse Kenton Dudley?" Olive groaned,
as she gazed unseeingly Into the fire.
"Of course I never supposed he cared
so little as to take the first 'no.' Besides, I had no idea I cared until It
was too late. And now my life Is
spoiled.
People say one gets over
such things but I know I never shall."
Olive was very young, besides an inveterate novel reader.
A creekint noise brought' the
dreamer out of her gloomy reverie
with a start. She sat up wide-eyeand listened intently for a repetition
of the ominous sound.
"It's only the wind rising," she
laughed shakily. "It always seems as
If a frame house was going all to
pieces If there Is the least gust of
wind. If every little noise Is going
to scare me bo, I shall wish I hadn't
urged Dick and Lucia to fulfill their
evening's engagement at the Owens',
even If my cold did keep me at home."
Olive had a little excuse for her uneasiness for there had been several
Tjurglarles in the neighborhood.
Except for Nora, the maid, she was
alone In the house, and Nora's presence would be of little use in an
emergency, for her room was in the
third story, she was probably asleep
long ago,' and when once asleep little short of an earthquake could
arouse her.
Olive wondered if Dick Wentworth
owned a p'.stol, but she could not have
brought herself to touch any flre-artad she known where to find one.
She would have considered a burglar
less dangerous.
"Of course there isn't any danger,"
she thought. "Still I should feel safer if I had some sort of a weapon."
Suddenly a brilliant Idea came to
Olive. ' At feast It seemed brilliant to
her.
Somewhere she remembered
having read of red pepper as having
"been used
a weapon, of defense..
Naturally she had no red pepper,
but she decided that no well regulat
ed family would be apt to be without
the pungent ' spice.
Gathering together firmly the little
courage she possessed, Olive started
on a pilgrimage through the dark and
silent house in the direction of the
kitchen. The occasional pressing of
an electric button not only lighted her
way but added to her stock of courage.
After much search, she succeeded
In locating the spices in an elaborate
kitchen cabinet. It seemed somewhat
audacious for a guest to be rummaging
in the lower regions without the
knowledge of her hostess but the circumstances seemed to furnish an excuse.
With a sigh of relief Olive grasped
a small but well filled paper bag and
sped back to her chamber much faster than she had come.
"I shall have to spread it out so I
can easily get a handful If the need
arises," she decided with a light laugh.
After emptying the reddish powder
Into an empty bon-bodish, she
placed the dish conveniently on the
table and sank Into the chair.
By this time both gloomy thoughts
and fears had been completely banished and Olive was soon lost in her
Wln-throp-

rose-shade-

d,

u

n

"book.

'

Instead of crashing headlong from
the trellis In a paroxysm of agony as
Olive fully expected, the intruder
made a reckless leap Into the room.
Though dazed with fright Olive
managed to turn on the light Then
she stood at bay, wild-eyeand pant
d

ing.

But the stranger only uttered a
deep groan, and sank Into a chair.
covering his face with his hands, and
swaying back and forth, apparently
In an extremity of anguish.
Olive's eyes dilated with horror as
she took her first good look at the
bowed figure.
"Kenton!" she whispered.
"Oh, oh, oh!" groaned the intruder.
"Oh, Kenton," wailed Olive wildly.
"Have I blinded you? Why did you
climb up here?"
"The Wentworths are cousins of
mine, as you ought to know for yourself," Kenton Dudley replied, his
speech punctuated with dismal groans.
"I often run out here and spend a
night with them. I never thought of
the Owens' entertainment until I got
here. I came to see you this time,
but I supposed you had gone with
them. I had no latch key, and arousing Nora was out of the question. As
I have usually occupied this room I
thought I would get in this way. I
have done so before."
"Oh, you can never forgive me"
gasped Olive in an agonized tone. "I
mistook you for a burglar."
"I'll forgive you on one condition
that you reconsider a certain decision," he said. "I guess you know what
I mean."
Olive's eyes flashed.
"Oh, Kenton," she faltered, her
voice growing fainter. "I've been sorry about that ever since. I'll I'll be
eyes for you."
Kenton's hands came down from before his face In a trice, and he caught
Olive in a close embrace.
"Be the delight of my eyes instead,"
he cried with a laugh of triumph, and
not a trace of shame at deception In
his voice.
Olive tried to draw away from him.
"Kenton Dudley you were Just making all that fuss," she accused indignantly. Then as Kenton's clasp grew
firmer she decided that after all it
wasn't worth while to become angry.
She was too happy.
"Never mind, dear," Kenton consoled her. "It's only .woman's luck.
She never can hit anything. But you
captured your man, anyhow."
Just then the chugging of a motor
car was heard outside.
"The folks have returned," he added, releasing her. "I'd better get out
of this the way I got in, double quick,
and go and welcome them."
When his head alone was visible
above the window sill, he paused and
remarked in a low voice, a grin on his
face: "I suppose you thought that
stuff was red pepper." Then he disappeared hastily.
With a look of consternation, Olive
examined the contents of the bon-bodish carefully. She had mistaken
harmless ground cinnamon for red
pepper aged, stale, tasteless cinnamon, at that!
MADE

CRIPPLES

OF

CHICKS

Wisconsin Powder Mill Explosion
Left Its Effect on Eggs That
Were Hatching.
Kenosha, Wis. Kenosha will have
the greatest crop of twisted and deformed chickens ever raised anywhere this year, and It is all due to
the recent explosion at the
powder
'
mills at Pleasant Prairie. Chickens
hatched in the Incubators of the county since the explosion are found to he
singularly deformed. More than 98
per cent, of the chickens are suffering
from twisted legs, broken wings and
similar ailments, and while many of
them are still living it is thought the
loss will be unusually large.
A poultry farm, where an Incubator
held 188 eggs, 186 of the number
hatched, and of the chickens only two
were perfect. The deformed chickens
are a grotesque sight.
Big Game Precesrve In Oregon.
Wild birds will have a refuge about
the state capital. A preserve including about 10,000 acres will be set aside
wherein hunting will not be allowed.
This became effective May 20.
Lands surrounding the state Institutions are included in the preserve by
Governor West.
A law passed by the last legislature
provides that the state game warden
may enter into contracts with land
owners to have their farms Included.
Hunting thereon may then be punished
with a Jail sentence as Well as a fine.
Portland Correspondence Seattle

Sometime later she was aroused by
the unmistakable sound of stealthy
footsteps up the front walk.
With unusual presence of mind
Olive turned down the light. Then
she sat listening with bated breath.
The footsteps did not ascend the
front steps but skirted around the
side of the house.
With a great heart throb Olive realized that some one was beneath her
window fumbling at the stout ladderlike trellis leaning against the side
of the house. Then she heard some
one cautiously climbing up.
For an instant Olive struggled with
a deathly faintness that threatened to
no tnance to opuo mm.
overpower her. Then she pulled her"Why do you put up with the manself together, rose, clutched a handful ager's boorishness?" asked the leading
of the spice, and tottered towards the man. "You could get another engagewindow.
ment tomorrow If you were to leave
There came a fumbling at the win- this company."
"I know It," replied the lady star,
dow.
Olive held her breath, hoping "but my understudy wont even catch
against hope that the window was a bad cold."
fastened, though she well knew that
Detected.'
she was apt to" be careless' about
'
"What doeB your father do when
trifles.
She did not stop to think that to you ask him questions?" asked one
a burglar a fastened window would small boy.
"He generally says, Tm busy now;
prove only a slight obstacle.
bother me,'" replied the other.
window
don't
The
futile.
was
Her hope
"Then when I go out of the room he
sash began slowly to rise.
Nerving herself, Olive waited until looks in the encyclopedia."
the window had been pushed open
God Is with thee, within thee. So
as far as possible; then she franticalI
Into
hand
of
her
say, Lucllus, that the priest sits
contents
ly flung the
our bouIb. We carry him about,
the shadowy man's face In the open- Inside leads
us; there is no good man
and he
ing.
God. Seneca,
and
without
gasp,
a
choaking
came
There
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Planning
the House
When the Bingstons started in to
build their house they engaged In the
enterprise In a blithesome and trustful spirit
They knew precisely what they
wanted. In one evening they drew a
rough design of the four rooms down-

stairs and the four rooms upstairs

and Indicated the porches. Really, all
there was left for the architect to
do, as Mrs. Blngston happily remarked, was to transfer It to blue
print paper, which seemed the proper
thing when one built a house. He
would also have to put down the

measurements and decide on the outside and room and the material and
the construction and the proportions,
and figure out the resistance of the
beams and the floors and the cement
and concrete, and make detailed drawings of nearly every inch of it besides
wrestling with contractors and plumbers and electricians and labor unions.
"Why, it 'won't take any time at
all!" Mrs. Blngston said. "But don't
you think It would be awfully nice to
have a sleeping porch?"
"We could stick one in right here."
agreed Kingston, making a dab with
his pencil.
"And. say! I wonder If
there couldn't be a billiard room in
the basement!"

Langston, next door, dropped In as
they were working.
What you want." he said, Inter
estedly, "is a pergola! They're swell!
Out in California you never see a
house that pretends to be a house
without a pergola nifty place to fix
up with chairs and tables and things!"
"But It rains here," objected Mrs
Blngston.
Langston coughed.
"Or," be went
on hastily, "you could have a sunken
garden. Oh, you must have a sunken
garden!"
"I trust, Henry," said Kingston's
father when he saw the sketch, "that
you will not follow convention like a
blind Bheep. Put up something different from the common run. Now,
If you would spread these rooms
around this way you could Introduce
an interior court novel, eh? I shall
never forget the courtyards of the
houses when I was In Spain, with their
fountains and lemon trees and clambering roses and the sun "
Lemon trees In Chicago?" mur
mured his son. "And when that courtyard gets chockful of snow In January "
Are you merely a commercialized
automaton!"
ejaculated Blngston's
father. "You've no poetry In your
soul! Anyhow, I'd twist the dining
room around here and Introduce a
music room half way up the stairs."
Mrs. Blngston's rich aunt put on
her glasses and studied the sketch
which her niece showed her. "You
don't want that kind of a house at
all! "
she announced, decisively.
There Is nothing so satisfying as the
old colonial with a broad hall in the
middle and big rooms on either side,
making a handsome frontage. Letltla,
I shall draw up a plan for you."
"Campbell says," reported Blngston
one evening, "that we'll get mortally
sick of a front porch, where every one
can run In on us, but with a lot only
sixty feet wide "
"Sister Mabel was over today," In
terrupted his wife. "And went right
up in the air because we hadn't ar
ranged for a sunken tub In the bathroom. I told her It would have to
sink through the celling down Into
the living room If It sank at all, but
she said the architect could fix it
Also she said I simply
Bomehow.
must have a dressing-room!- "
'

Blngston arose and pounded the ta
"Say!" he cried, "I'm going to
have a pipe dream, too! I'm going to
buy a hill and build the house on the
exact top In the shape of an
beehive!' Then I'm going
to tunnel an entrance from the bottom straight up through the middle of
the hill and run an elevator Into the
the Interior of the house, where all
the rooms will be arranged around
corridors in circles, with windows like
portholes looking out on the world
from the sides of the beehive. We
shall be absolutely impregnable from
the outside, because I shall level off
the sides of the hill till It is like a
rounded cone.
"At the bottom where the elevator
starts up the vertical tunnel I shall
harness three bulldogs tjhat gnash
their teeth with the regularity of a
clock, an automatic gun that shoots
once a minute and a boiling vat of
water with a springboard to hurl Into
its depths anybody who doesn't know
the combination. Then I'll sit up
above and defy all these meddlesome
relatives and friends of ours who
have ideas on building houses."
"Why, Henry," gasped his wife.
"Still, I don't know that I blame you!
Why can't we stick to our original
plan of four rooms down and four
rooms up?"
That," said Blngston, "Is quite the
brightest Idea yet!"
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Beware of the Dangerous Housefly

Belief So Largely Prevalent In Europe Traveling Salesman 8eems to Have
Seems to Have 8ome Slight
Idea Which Might Realjy Be
Foundation.
Called a Good One.
While at Oberammergau last summer, a returned traveler says, we
stayed In the last house on Dalsen-bergstrasse with three delightful
old maids, one of whom, from a residence in London, could speak English
very well. When we left, Frauleln
Naef, the lady who spoke English,
with a beaming fraeuleln on either
l'and, presented each of us with a
stick of chewing gum, saying that although they did not chew gum therm
selves, they understood that Americans were very fond of It.
Tor a minute we were utterly nonWe could not tell these
plussed.
dear new friends our opinion of gum
chewers in general, and those who
chewed gum In Europe in particular,
so we accepted the gift in the same
spirit of kindly hospitality in which
it was given, and my stick of gum is
now among my treimured souvenirs of
my stay under the great Mount Kofel.
That they had not formed their
opinion on insufficient evidence I realized, for during the Passion Play, ween
I rained by seat to recover
my dropped
handkerchief, I observed no less than
four chews of gum adhering to the
bottom of the scat Youth's .Companion.
er

After dinner they were discussing
athletics, and each had his favorite
method of reducing or building up.
The traveling salesman proudly called
attention to a remarkable development of biceps which swelled np beneath his coat sleeve.
"Very good. Indeed," said the professor, testing with his fingers. "How
do you accomplish it?"
"My method Is extremely simple
and takes no time away from n;y
work. In fact. It Is a result. These
muscles have been developed by carrying heavily loaded 'grips,' as we
usually call our big handbags on the
road. I always carry two, loaded as
nearly alike as possible, so I shall
I began with
not grow
only one grip, and swung It from one
band to the other, as fatigue Impelled, but I found that It is actually
easier to carry two than one. I am
perfectly balanced with two, and I
assure you I need no extra gym work
for strengthening my arms, shoulders
or back. I almost could carry a plnno
In each hand If the Instruments were
not so cumbersome."

American Influence In Cuba.
Writing to the London Times, SydMu nl V.l
ney Flmnka
Jl ..- Cuba. From a plague spot it has be-- !
come one or the cleanest and healthiest countries on earth "American energy and Cuban docility and good
sense are to be thanked for that"
There is no doubt about the thanks
due to American energy. As to the
Cuban good sense and docility that
may ho credited, also, but It is to be
remembered that there was not much
room for anything else than compliance with American orders when the
cleaning up began. Governor (now General) Wood was at the seat of authority, and American troops occupied
the island. There was no room left
for anything but obedience and a
good Job It was, too! Moreover, one
of the conditions we Imposed was that
the premises should be kept clean. We
simply were not going to have a
plague spot at our doors any longer.
The world owes America for a clean
Cuba; and, as Mr. Brooks testifies,
there Is political peace because the
Cubans do not want another Intervention, so the world owes to us a peaceful Cuba. Altogether our record there
is one of which many people could be
proud.
t

,
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Such a Helpful Daughter.
It Is near enough as the compass
points to say that this man's grocery
store Is In the Western Addition and
that he is of Teutonlo extraction.
(No, it isn't going to be a cheese
story. You were wrong, my dear
James.)
In the neighborhood are many families who trade with the grocer, and
who have done so ever since he established his store there, some years
before the fire.
One of these women, a Mrs. Underwood, went into the store the other
day and paid for her purchase with a
check for $5. The next morning she
remembered that she hadn't Indorsed
the check, and so hurried over to the
grocer to catch It before It went to
the bank.
"I'm so sorry," Bhe explained to
him, "but I forgot to Indorse that
check yesterday."
"Oh, dot's all right," he answered,
cheerily. "My daughter she Indorse
1L She can write!" San Francisco
Chronicle.

War to the deth should be declared
upon the little pest HU
presence la a disgrace. His touch
may be deadly. Either man must kill
the fly or the fly will kill the man. If there is no
dirt and filth there will
be no flies.
Keep the flies away from the Milk.
Don't a'lov flies In your house.
Don't permit them near your food,
especially milk,
Don't allow your fruits and confections to be
exposed to the swarms
of flies.
Don't let flies crawl over the
baby's mouth and swarm upon the
nipple of its nursing bottle.
Clean up your premises inside and out, and then see
that others do
the same. Strike at the root of the eviL
The housefly breeds Ifl horse
manure, kitchen offal, and the like. Dispose of these materials in such a
way that the house-fl-y
cannot propagate. Screen all windows and doors
and insist that your grocer, butcher, baker and
every one from whom
you buy food stuffs doe, the same. There is more
health In a well screened house than In many a doctors visit.

one-side-

Actor's Proper Place.

.

has a reputation as an actor and
takes part in nearly nil of the local
shows.
In the last show that was
given, Shorty had one of the leading
parts. After the show, while he was
taking off his makeup, an elderly man
made his appearance In the doorway.
"Are you Mr. Ivlns?" Inquired the old
man. "Yes," replied Shorty, as he
motioned him to be seated. "Well,"
the old man continued, "I Just want
to tell you something. I've been
watching your acting tonight. You
should not be playing in this town;
you should be with Mansfield, Booth
"
or Irving, or Joe Jefferson."
said Shorty, "those actors are
dead." "I know It," said the old man,
as he turned on his heel and left
Philadelphia Times.
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Wanted the Day to Himself.
Nothing makes us quite so weary
as these elaborate,
Jokes that some people stage and
spring with such a dramatic effect
Our Washington correspondent told
us of one of these, the other day.
A man went Into the patent office, last
week, and said he wanted a copyright.
They steered him to the right department, and he opened up like this:
"This Is Saturday, Is It not? Thank
you. I understand that you will not
Issue a copyright 'on Sunday?"
"No, sir. That Is the rule."
"But you will issue a copyright on
any other day of the week?" v
"Yes, sir."
'Tm so glad. I want to get Friday
copyrighted. It's my birthday, and I
don't want any other fellows UBlng It
How much will it cost?"

Profit

bill.-ters-

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
'

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

.

Hay Fever and Summer Golds
MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND

Foley's Honey and Tar

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to gei what they want when
they want it.
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Compound
For quick and definite results.

For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH
that follows SCARLET FEVER, for
WHOOPING COUGH, for
CROUP,
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
of whatever origin, including CHRONIC
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
O. G.

Optic classified ads for bargains.
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"Why-w-why,-

Even a new broom will raise

r

Wherever He Goes Death and Disease
May Follow.

Mahlon Ivans. Jr., of Merchantville

,

SOME REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC

SCHAEFER

Red Cross Drug Co.

THE full

Associated Press report is printed

HONEST presentation of daily happenings
EVERYTHING decent to print goes into
Out they come I Light
as a feather delicious,
appetizing biscuits',
cakes, muffins and hundreds of other inviting
dishes everything just
right. With K C Baking
Powder the results are
sure an certain.
There is no guess-worYou know beforehand
the family will be pleased
with your efforts. For
when you use

OUR

W

f

THE bet asset a town

Pessimist.
"Some one has said that you cannot
throw a stone in Indiana without hitting a poet or a novelist"
"I know, but there Is a law there
against throwing stones."

The

Is a

GOURAQE

BAKING

feature

of

six

its editorial

POWDER

y

Send for the K C Copfi's Book it's FREE.
sent

in

can have is a live

events are cnronicled
INTERESTINGweek.

troubles disappear like magic and what was
formerly a day of doubt is now one of pleasure K C Baking
Powder safeguards the health of your family
by insuring
light, digestible food. And the price is right 25 ounces
for 25 cents.

A Closed Incident
"You have said that you were going
to resign."
"Yes," replied the South American
president "And that ends the matter.
I'd like to see anybody either deny
it or make me prove it".
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progressive
columns.

read the paper and why
PEOPLE generally
you.
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Per Year by Mail, $6.00
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Book, containing 90 tested,
e
recipes,
upon receipt of the colored certificate packed in
Send it today.
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Mfg. Co., Chicago
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acres
of
the
When the Is always ready to give a lift when
good
ranges.
human flesh either is heir or, friend
ought to oe obtained from observing
cowman came to market his stock ever needed, gives a word of cheer
or
father.
such a significant anniversary as that
were light and the prices ac- to the discouraged. The exceptional
Will Rogers coveted his : brother's they
on which the bell of liberty first rang
low. Clearly, the sheepman young man is the one who is always
cordingly
out from Independence hall and was money when he caused his .baby to was
his natural enemy.
r"' on the alert for business, who is so
be stolen and held for ransom.
heard across all the seven seas.
The world was no longer young. polite and attentive and obliging co
Year after year and decade after
Wiggins, his accomplice, coveted I'ach cattleman was anxious to secure his customers that everybody wants
decade human lives have been sacri- his neighbor's money when he allowed
the best sweet grass and a source ol to deal with him; who makes friends
ficed on the altar of this artificial the seductive arguments of Rogers to
water. Yearly, as winter passed and for the firm,, who adds dignity to the
exaltation of patriotism, until the de- lure him back again to the threshold
house.
spring came it grew Increasingly
plorable aggregate actually exceeds of a prison he had quitted so short a
to
make
an
necessary
early start for
the number of men slain In the war time before.
the summer pastures, now no longer
1-- 2
of the evolution. A very small perNO OPTIC TOMORROW
If these two had heeded that com- endless. With waste-makinthd
haste
centage of these distressing accidents mandment there would have been no
In keeping with a time honored
stockmen drove on herds and flocks
befell persons who were really exas old as the paper It- custom,
f
susand
anguishing dread, suffering
and trampled down the young, tender
pressing their patriotism or their ap-- pense for the poor mother for two
The
self,
Optic will publish no
grass in their efforts to secure a
eolation of what July 4 means to
the Fourth of 4
tomorrow,
paper
f
poor mothers , no father's grief, no foothold. Inls H. Weed In Success
the American people. Those re- chase after the
will
but
observe
the day as 4
July,
no
no
kidnapers,
lies,
Magazine.
sponsible for this annual butchery obscene
a holiday, giving Its employes f
no arrest,no confesletter,
0
and mangling, when they themselves
f- a full twenty-fou- r hours in which
sion, no trial, no conviction, no imPURELY THEORETICAL
were not the victims, were expressto celebrate the nation's natal
no necessity of beginning
prisonment,
ing their rowdyism or at best the un- a battle for a
f
anniversary. .
A judge of Springfield, Mass., who.
pardea.
healthy emotionalism which means
is
That
but
it
one
crimasinstance
be
is
a
the
may
inferred,
bachelor,
or
little
nothing in terms of good
serts that the husband Is absolute lord
citizenship and patriotism can have inal side of covetousness.
is
a
There
side
a
nr higher or more effective manifespoli- a'id master of the exchequer, that he DIDN'T SEEM TO WORK OUT
Sweeping Reductions in All Departments-Noth- ing
personal
is entitled to his meals at nny hour
tation than these same terms of tical side a moral side.
Held In Reserve
Several residents of the little town ho wants them, that he may select Dog Owner's Idea Bright Enough,
citi- quiet, every-day- ,
but
Got
8omehow
Her
Memory
.
1. n
f .
n of
led by a man who covet- .nif.h food as he chooses, that but
nnatitn
at
iiauif luaii
julb lull; JjraULiCo LUG ed Tecolote,
Twisted.
continue
dic- his
sof
"obiter
why
'a
a.serie
hatched
huof
wife,,
the
of
plot
gospel
neighbors
great evangels
man freedom and popular govern- - that ended withith-niurde- r
oj Tfeitle-bau- lf" that .are. about as effective as the
To Miss Bounce, who knows notha&d. had lit sfeqti'fe'he eourts eorti,Ra Rabbit would be to run a ing whatever about dogs, and can
line
' sT
' All V t rr lvvnnnM n a i.nnll. I, .
locomotive?
rest--deand .prison. ' . Every
scarcely tell a greyhound from a St
Mr. Kennell presented a fine
Bernard,
hisdeci-sion,- "
"John
Marshall
has
made
knows
Is
the
no
That
teaches
another
story.
"free lessons' and usualsneered Andrew Jackson. "Now young Alrdale terrier. He was ex'ly the larger the teaching thegreatej iptance.of. "the1 criminal slde,, 0
wide awake and active, even
" "
let him enforce-i- t
if he can." The tremely
for a pup, and the young lady was
is me zee. it cost mis nation a covetousness.
There are laws made and, enforced eminent chief justice's tasks would kept constantly on the alert to prebig price to learn that human sacrifices were atavistic and inconsonant for the punishment of those Who yield have been child's play compared to vent his getting into mischief or runthat of tho Massachusetts jurist if he ning Into danger. Casting about in
with the spirit of modern progress to covetousness in criminal form.
But there is no law that will punish should attempt to carry out the opin- her mind for a suitable name for this
and civilization and that killing peorestless animal Miss Bounce rememTHE
ple, especially children, was unsafe a man for coveting the position, that ions so elaborately laid down.
bered that In her school days she had
0
and Insane as a method of showing his neighbor holds in 'a" community
learned In her philosophy that "wind
how much the nation prized Its lib- and then scheming an4 plotting to dis- THE DOOM OF POLYGAMY is air in motion." What more ap5
II If
II
It
It
propriate name, then, for the young
erty. Thus safely and sanity are possess his neighbor in order that he
than Wind. So Wind he was
taking the place of death and malm' might gain himself. There is no law Polygamy, according to the head of Airdale
called.
His name, thought Miss
Ing and July 4 is In other, encourag- which will bring a man to 'task for the Mormon church, no longer is prac- Bounce, also will
aid me memonically
ticed
Utah
Latbranch
the
of
the
"on
those
by
a
new
and doing
little, mean, underhanded
ing respects taking
to remember the name of the species
RAILROAD AVE.
515-5- 17
bUger meaning. The noisy martial-ic- things which are calculated to1 tear his ter Day Saints. Possibly not. The tj which he belongs.
OPPOSITE CASTANEDA
of the old days, the grandilo- neighbor down in order that! he him- country has heard similar statements
"What k'nd of a dog Is that pup of
quent speeches that were produced self may rise to greater prominence or before and then hag ..heard them de- yours?" asked some one a few weeks
for only one day'a consumption, the power over the difference or dissen-tlo- n nied. Still, it never has grown par- after the christening.
Miss Bounce's eyes roved anxiously
ticularly excited over the question.
he has caused.
whole range and volume of emotional
for
an
but steadied themThere i3 no punishment which fits People have had the fullest confidence selves instant, as she replied with
pyrotechnics that glittered for a day
directly
Is
if
law
even
in
the
ineffective
that
and then "fizzed out," for the most the crime of tattling, of pointing out
serene confidence, "He is a Wind
part, the next morning these things another's faults in- order that - you preventing polygamy,, human, nature Hound."
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The Pr escri p t i 0 ni s t

The man who does the
weighing, the "measuring
the man who aow how
and ..why
o'n

the.man,

whom everything depends.
Our responsibility i never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
our
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

CO.

Phone Main 3

M

B. STAPP IS

NEW DISTRICT
COURTJCLERK

PERSONALS
SV

3

Miss Martha B. Smith has gone to
Santa Fe for a week's visit.
Mrs. F. B. Romero of Santa Rosalia,
Mex., is here for a visit to Trinidad
Romero and family.
V. F. Martinez went this afternoon
to Trinidad on a business visit. He
will return Wednesday.
Air. and Mrs. A. A. Jones and little
son returned Saturday evening from
an extended visit in the east.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Welst, prominent residents of Cuervo, are in town
on a business and shopping
trip.
S. Harris, the veteran hat salesman
who makes Albuquerque his headquarters, is in town on a business visit.
Dr. W. R. Tipton has returned from
Los 'Angeles where he attended the
annual meeting of the American Medical association.
A. MoCready, traveling
engineer for
the NeW Mexico division of the Santa
Fe, Is here' on business
from hia
Lheadquarters in Raton.
Miss. Daisy Yonce and Jefferson
Jackson, students at the Normal summer school, have gone to their home
in Maxwell to spend the Fourth.
Wilson W. Mills, son of Governor
and Mrs. William J. Mills, is here
from Santa Fe for a several days'
visit. He is the guest of Tilden Hos- kins
Guillermo Garcia, assistant to Lo
renzo Delgado, clerk of the probate
court, and Octaviano Larrazolo went
this afternoon to Santa Fe where
they will attend the DeVargas pageant and Fourth of July celebration.
Saul Rosenthal of the Charles 11- feld company, left Saturday evening
for a vacation trip to California. He
was accompanied by his mother, Mrs.
X. L. Rosenthal, and Ms sister, Miss
Lucy Rosenthal, who will remain in
California for an extended visit.
Charles Skafte, the popular Janitor at
the Y. M. C. A., returned last night
from a vist to his old home in Geneva, 111. ' His little son and daugh
ter, George and Frances, returned
with him, and will reside here.
Skafte says Illinois is oppressively
hot and he is glad to be back in New
,

JUDGE ROBERTS APPOINTS FOR.
MER DEPUTY TO IMPORTANT
POSITION

Official notice of hla appointment
as clerk of the court for the Fourth
judicial district reached William B.
.Stapp late Saturday night. Mr. Btapp
will take charge of the office at
once, though he will devote a ehort
time to closing his duties as assist-- '
ant to Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the
probate court. John Joerns, the retiring clerk, is getting the affairs of
the office in shape to be turned over
to Mr. Stapp, This will require but
a short time as the system followed
Dy Mr. Joerns enabled' Mm to keep
his work practically ocmpleted at the
end of each day's business. Mr. Joerns
will go in a few days to Santa Fe to
assume Mb duties as territorial traveling auditor.
Mr. Stapp has had a wide experience in clerical work. For several
years he was deputy to Secundlno
Ttomero as clerk of the Fourth Judicial district When he enters the
office, hangs tip his coat and rolls up
"his sleeves there will be nothing for
him to learn aobut hsl new job and he
will be ready to transact business
without any preliminaries. Mr. Stapp
Is acquainted with every attorney in
will be carried on in the businesslike
the district. The affairs of the office
with its
"way that long familiarity1
duties will make possible. In appointing Mr. Stapp Judge Clarence
J. Roberts picked out a man well
qualified for the place.
POUGHKEEPSIE FETES VETS
3. What
Poughfceepsie, N. Y., July
most successful
the
be
to
promises
annual encampment of the United
of
Spanish War Veterans, department
in
Poughkeepsie
New York, opened
until Thurstoday end will continue
decorhandsomely
is
day. The city
has
and
visitors
the
of
honor
ated in
enterfor"
their
made elaborate plans
tainment. The 'delegates are displaythe elect lot,
ing a lively interest in
D.
of officers for the year. Francis
the
be
to
appears
Culkin, of Oswego,
leading candidate for department
com-mande-r.
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The play was an execrably bad one,
was even
j.nd the company playing it
on tfc
fell
curtain
worse. When the
disapprobamarked
of
sounds
act
first
tion were heard from all parts of the
liouse. One man alone eat quiet.
At the close of the second act a pers
and
fect tornado of groans,cat-callsat
man
the
Still
out.
broke
hisses
unmoved. At last a man sitting in the
next seat turned to him and said:
"Pardon me, but are you not disf
gusted with Wfc
" am, indeed? ieti2Oonsuried
9 Js
the silent orii. W
signify your
"Then
displeasure like the rest of us."
"Well, you see, it's' this way with
me, I am here on a free ticket, and
as I am geting something for nothing,
7 hardly feel Justified in . expressing
my disapproval; but I'll tell you
what," he concluded with emphasis,
"if this confounded, , play gets much
worse I am going1, out, to the ox office and buy a ticket, and then I will
rest of
come back and
Magazine.
Metropolitan
you."

ih?py

why-donX,- you

hisi'-ltyWth-

" "Let's"an
change our pleas to
'guilty," said one of the defendants.
"It's our last hope."
"Hope? How'd you figure that out?"
"Why, we've lied so much now that
the court might not believe us."
.Tndee'a Library.

Mexico.

CONFIDENT OF

MORA COUNTY BURG ORGANIZES
STRONG, TEAM TO BEAT

When a fast train is running on
time, it is a sign that the engineer is
trying to keep up with an airship.
When a man tries to borrow $10 it
is a sign that he is broke and that it
will be to your Interest to claim to be.
.When William J. Bryan declares
that he will not be a candidate for
the presidency in the next campaign
It is a sign that he thinks it would
do him no good if he were.
When a city man goes to the country to try scientific farming it is a
sitm that he will soon return.
When you see a man with unshaven
face and impressed trousers it is a
sign that he is married or ought to
"
bo. Judge's Library.

WILL

BE

OBSERVED

HERE WIT,H GAMES ON PLAZA,

MAROONS TOMORROW
Any fans who may be skeptical ot
the strength ot the Waogn Mound
baseball aggregation, which will be
here tomorrow to battle with the
their
Maroons, probably will lose
skepticism before the close of the
contest. By way. of demonstrating
that Wagon Mound (a a live town the
fans of that city have raised a fund
of over $200 for the express purpose
of celebrating the Fourth by defeat
ing Las Vegas.
Astrong battery has been secured
from Denver and numerous outfielders and Infleldr8 from the clubs of
the SouthweBtern circuit will wear
the Wagon Mound uniforms. The aggregation has practiced a couple of
times and developed excellent team
work, according to the story.
The Maroons are not going to take
any chances. They will put their
strongest lineup in the field to avoid
the possibility of a defeat. Herbert
Brown of Wagon Mound, who caught
for the Maroons last year, says that
the 'Wagon Mound team is too fast
for him. Judging from this it must be
pretty good. Smith will pitch for
the Maroons, and Martin wJll catch.
This will be Smith's first appearance
on the rubber, but he Is expected to
make good.
The game will be called promptly
at 3: 30 o'clock. It is expected that a
big crowd of fans will be present.

HEAVY

IN LAS VEGAS
FOURTH

BASEBALL

AND DANCE

While the pomp and display wMch
e
haravterlzed the celebration of
Day last year will be lack
ing tomorrow, there will be plenty
of amusement for those Las Vegas
people who prefer to remain at home
lather than go to Santa Fe or Raton,
where the Fourth of July will be observed with much noise and enthusiasm.
On the Plaza there will be
an
celebration and band
concert during the afrternoon aud
evening. There will be baseball at
A musement
park in the afternoon and
in" the evening the baseball benefit
dance will be held In the armory. A
.'monster picnic will be held in the
Hot Springs canyon and many people
will drive to the mountain resorts to
spend the day.
The excursion train to the Hot
Springs canyon will leave the Santa
Fe passenger station at 9 o'clock. Returning it will leave the canyon at 4
o'clock. The train will remain in the
canyon all day and in case of rain,
there will be ample accommodation
tor those who do not care to celebrate the day by catching cold in honor
o George WasMngton. The students
of the Normal
University- summer
school, the First Methodist, First
First Christian and
i'resbyterian,
first Baptist Sunday schools and
many persons not connected with any
oi those organizations, will make the
trip. Over 300 people are expected
to attend the picnic. The fare for the
round trip will be twenty-fiv- e
cents.
Persons not connected with the various organizations should bring their
lunch witih them. An abundance of
ice and cold .water, will be furnished,
and those who bring the ingredients
may make lemonade if they so desire.
The Normal and the various Sunday
schools have made arrangements for
providing lunch for their own members, who are acquainted with the
plans.
The celebration on the Plaza will be
e
of the
variety. The band will
play from 10 :a,' m. until 10 p. m. In
the afternoon at 1:30 o'clock a program will be given. This will consist
of races of all kinds and amateur
Manuel Gallegos of
boxing contests.
Santa Fe, who is said to be a boxer
of some ability, will participate in a
three-roungo with a local celebrity.
The celebration has been advertised
all over the county and will attract
a large number of country people to
Las Vegas. Many families drove in
today and before noon tomorrow the
town will be filled with visitors.
In the afternoon at 3:30 o'clock the
baseball game between Las Vegas and
Wagon Mound will occur at Amusement park. This is expected to be a
fast game and large numbers of peoWagon
ple are expected to attend.
Mound will bring a large bunch of
rooters, who will help swell the
(
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Ulater transportation
There is a sort of tremendous pa
Washington, July 3. Probably no
section of the United States presents tLos abput the floods of Mississippi,
Missouri and Ohio as they wander
so cogent a reason for water transaround apparently in search of their
portation' as Ihe area included within i' Detent channels from wMch
they
whatf has come to be known as the have been
forcibly ejected, but it is
Mississippi Valley drainage, for with- confidently believed that within ten
in that territory, lie thousands of years these floods will be harnessed
acres of rich and fertile lands whose ami made to work for the millions lo
products are denied easy access to the cated on and near these water courses
great Smarts of commerce by lack of thereby bringing the products of the
Since the field, mine and factory to the great
ti ari'sportailon facilities.
advent of the National Rivers and centers of commerce and trade much
Harbors congress, however, a score of cheaper than is now done by rail.
Governor R. S. Vessey of South Da
years ago, there has been a quicken
ing of; interest in water transporta- kota, recently in an interview on the
tion and "the rivers are coming back subject of waterway improvement!)
to their own" is more frequently heard said that the people of his state were
throughout the nation than ever be vitally interested in this growing subfore.
ject. "In consideration of the univerThere are numerous evidences, es sal demand for water transportation
pecially in the shape of old but now and carriage due to the marvelous
drained lakes, and deep but now filled expansion of the country's commerce
up river channels from which the wa- and in view of the facts that the railters have" kmg since been diverted, roads are far from able to meet the
which show that in olden times the demands, it seems expressly expedMississippi Valley was connected by ient that our waterways system be
numerous and more or less deep and improved.
"Intimate study of the problem at
ample outlets with the seas to the
north, east, south and west of it once discloses its significance and we
There are'"aJSdencstlit maffi are.: made fo realize tlhat a definite
fe&d&of ci-- j improvement of jihe waterways renations witfti
InteriSfl sulting from a steadily pursued and
iizatlon hare penetrate
of
ttieTrarposes "of peTjHcy carries with it not only
commerce, conquest or colonization, a ruruier ana increased development
following the tributaries wMch make of the natural resources of the counthe Mississippi the mighty stream that try, but an unprecedented growth of
our entire commercial life as well.
it Is.
"Inasmuch as it will enlarge the
in
the
There is inspiration
thought
field for commercial action it will alcf restoring the old mountain reserso lower the cost of living and this in
voirs in the AppalacMan and Rocky itself Is a
of the subject
phase
Mountains and improving the waterof much time and thought.
worthy
ways so as to give the tributaries of
"In substance, I believe that the
the Mississippi access to the great adoption
by the federal government of
lalies or the Atlantic or Pacific some scheme whereby our entire
Oceans or the Gulf of Mexico. The waterway spstem may be improved
Missouri, in a uniform and
mighty little navigable
symmetrical manwhich now, like a blind Samson shorn ner is of immense importance to the
of its power,' wastes most of its ener- entire country and I am (heartily in
gies in useless or destructive efforts sympathy witffTiBj-' orsahlzaton, (the
public
might then, if. given ...force enough, ,tp, purpose. of
accomsentiment in euch a manner that 'the
keep its own channel clear,
plish wonders for the development desired results may be better ef-
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NOT UNUSUALLY

CELEBRATION

WINNING

J. Gordon Smith, editor of the
Wagon Mound Pantagraph, was an
early arrival on an afternoon train,
coming here to spend the Fourth. He
says Wagon Mound will send down
about 100 rooters to attend tomor
row's ball - game between Wagon
Mound and the Maroons, and that
What has become of the old fashthey will be prepared to cover any
odds that may be offered on the out- ioned man who would rather go broke
come of the game.
than brea khls word?
..-

SAFE AND SANE RAINFALL OF

AGON MOUND IS

crowd.

VOLUNTEER

OBSERVER JOHN

C.

BAKER ISSUES INTERESTING
COMPARATIVE DATA

Contrary to the general belief the
rainfall for the first half of the pres
ent year was not exceptionally heavy.
According to the report of J, C. Baker
of the Normal, volunteer United States
weather observer, the precipitation
for the first six months was 7.27 inch
es. This is .72 inches in excess of
the normal rainfall. The total rainfall for the month of June was 2.44
inches. The normal rainfall for the
month is 1.70 Inches, giving June of
this year an excess over the normal

BOAT8

IN REGATTA

Dubuque. Ia July 3. With the
of witnessing one of the
greatest aquatic event of the year,
thousands of enthusiasts of the sport
cam pouring into Dubuque
today to
attend the regatta of the Mississippi
Valley Power Boat association, wMch
will be held on the Mississippi river
during the three days beginMng to
morrow, in two squadrons, one from
the north and one from the south.
the fleet "little craft that will compete' in the races arrived today and
found the city in regatta garb.
Tomorrow the forty-foo- t
class,
which Includes boats with a speed
of fifty miles an hour or better, will
race for the championship and prizes
of 11,000 cash and the Webb $1,000
cup. Boats of the twenty-foo- t
clas9
will also engage in speed contests
during the day. In the evening an
illuminated boat parade will be held.
The tMrty-tw- o
and twenty-six-foo- t
classes will have their
innings
will
Wednesday, and on Thursday
come the 'handicap for winners and
a race against time by the champion.
The contestants in the several events
will include the fastest power boats
in America, such as Dixie IV., Red
Top III., Yankee and Vita II.

BASEBALL

GOSSIP.

Trinidad took the measure of Ra
ton in Saturday's contest in the Gate
Citsr by a score of 4 to 1. Trlndlad
ed in but six.- - Each team made one
error. Tommy Lochard, a favorite
here, pitched for Trinidad.
Some real baseball will be on tap
tomorrow in various parts of the territory. Raton and Dawson will pi iy
at Yankee for a purse of $500. Santa
Fe and Albuquerque will cross bats
at the big Fourth of July celebration
in the Ancient City.
,

GAMES CALLED

OFF

Late Saturday Mght, while rain was
falling steadily and the baseball field
at Amusement park lay soaking under a couple of Inches ot water, the
Maroons' amangement wired to Dan
Padilla not to bring his Albuquerque
Grays here for the two game series
of .74 Inches.
that had been arranged. It would
The rainfall for ech or the precedhave cost the Maroons $100 to bring
ing six months with its' relation to the
the Grays here and, with the outlook
normal is as follows:
so threatening, it was believed good
Preclp. Normal Loss Gain
business to call oft the games. The
.46
January . . . .11
.35
The tramp said, as the savage dog fans were much disappointed. The
.90
February ..1.33
.13
made circles round his tree:
Grays will be brought here later in
March
18
.44
.62
I used to rush the growler; now the the season. It is likely they will play
SO
1.00
April
.20
at least three more series of games
growler's rushln' me."
2.41
May
1.87
In Las Vegas.
Dallas News.

June

2.44

1.70

Gains in rainfall were shown
three months and in the same number of months the rainfall fell be
low the normal.
During the past
three years the precipitation has fallen considerably below the normal At
this time last year but 2.49 inches of
rain had fallen during the entire first
of the year. It is for this reason that
the precipitation this season seems
unusually heavy.
The greatest precipitation in any
twenty-fou- r
hour period occurred June
27, when 1.08
inches fell.- - There
were eight thunderstorms and one hail
storm during the month.
The maximum temperature for the
month was 91 degrees on June 4. The
minimum temperature recorded was
43 degrees
on June 4, 5 and 19.
Judging from the rain of Saturday and
Monday July will follow in the footsteps of its predecessors and produce
more than the normal rainfall.
uooa-Dy,- "
said Mrs. James to her
husband, as she left for a short visit
to her mother. "I've put everything in
order for you. If you can't find any
thing, write to me, and I'll let you
know where it is."
Two days later Mr. James missed a
favorite hat of his, and wrote to ask
where it had been put. This is, the
reply:
"I think I put it In the wardrobe in
you might try in the hatstand drawer
the front bedroom, but if it isn't there
or the hall table. Or perhaps it has
fallen beMnd the dressing table in our
bedroom. I think It's upstairs some
where. P. S. Perhaps, after all, I
changed it at the door for some
ferns."

HEAD LINERS
HOWARD WATCHES
dORHAIYl

HAWKES' GLASS
PICKARD CHINA

BOWDEN RINQS
Best known on the Jewelry Stage

AT

TAUPERTS
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One pf the newest prettiest, most modern
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sidewalks
full
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Part Cash, Balance on Time
Let us show you.

The Investment and Agency Corporation
REAL ESTATE,

2,000 lbs.
,1,000 lb,
BOO lbs.
. 50 lbs.
i

Frank Revell,

FIRE INSURANCE

LOANS

,

--

RETAIL PRICES
'.. 20o per
25c per
80o per
40o per
60o, per

or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
to 1,000 Ibi Each Delivery
to 200 lbs. Each Delivery

Lwi Than

The closing event of the day will
be the big baseball benefit dance at
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
the armory. The best of .music has
been obtained, the floor will be in Estimates Furnished on All Kind of
fine condition and the largest crowd
Building job Woife a Specialty.
of the season will be present The Phone Main 336.
Opposite Qptio.
proceeds of the dance, after expenses
have been paid, will he given to the
members of the Maroons who are not
upon a regular salary. Those who at
tend the dance will assist in boost
ing baseball and enjoy a good time
simultaneously.
Regular holiday hours will be observed at the postofflce and the banks
will be closed all day, as will the city
and county offices. The stores will
close their door at noon, giving the
Capital PaldliA
proprietors and their clerks a half
01OO.OOO.OQ
holiday. The Optic ;will!bot publish
a paper;;;

m

Prlco $2,BOO

'

Tit-Bit- s.

It takes more than a coat of arms
to prevent the neighbors from
g
a glimpse of the famllysekleton.

SILVER

50 lbs

Each Delivery

AG U A PUR

A

100
100
100
100
100

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
Iba.

COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

Famous

San Miguel Nationa Bank

King, secretary
the.Army or jthe
Fotomac; was narrating at a dinner
his memories of the civil war.
"We suffered many hardsMps on
both' sides," said General King, "but
the poor brave Confederates suffered
, General Horatio C.
Of the ..Society ,of .

r

EdsMgas

,'

tWJiy not?'"'There was nothing to
.

--Los

Angeles Time

.:

'

cook, sah'."

CUNNINGHAM,

President,

Uurplua

PRANK SPRINOER,. Vic Prwldent,
D. T. HOSKINS, CuMcr,;
ii.l

tM.aoo.oo

ol

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
A SURE SIGN
f'

of future prosperity
your money.

most.

"I remember a grizzled old colored
man, who, ' at the outbreak of the
Spanish war, applied for a place as an
aimy cook.
"'What experience have you had?'
the old fellow was asked.'
" T was cook, sah, fo' a Confederate
he answered.
regiment in sixty-fo'"That is, sah, I had the position j of
cook, but, to. .tell you the . truth,hI
didn't work at ,lt.'
Kt

J. M.

is fshown" when you begin to save
v

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
Com-enc- e
urges you to start onthe toad to prosperity
as modestly as you please. The start itself, not the
size df.it, is the principal thing. Once commenced, the
habit of putting by a little will grow. When that rainy
day comes you'll be mighty glad you acquired it.
to-da- y.

"YOUR..

HONEY

mrA

LAS VEGAS SAV1IIGS Dfiflil
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Fanners' Educational
and

Co-Operat-

TYPHOID GERM

IN ICE

ive

Union of America

MOST OF THEM ARE DESTROYED
WITHIN ONE MONTH.

Some May Survive, Hewever, and Epi
demics of Fever Have Been Traced
to Use of Polluted Ice.

Matter rf Especial Moment to
the Progressive Agriculturist

lie who fears criticism usually de

serves it.
A petting hen Is in no fear of the
roasting pan.
individual is apt to
The
pet it in the neck.
'lain common sense is an excellent
substitute for brilliance.
New blood doesn't do as much for
a town as new money.
It takes a good deal of a man to be
r
these days.
a
Those who have competition don't
consider it the life of trade.
More people lay up on a rainy day
than lay up for a rainy day.
A good deal of our
progress is of the circular variety.
The surest way to get rich quick
Is to learn 'to labor and to wait
A city-breeducation inevitably be.
comes a
education.
What the farmer wants now is hon
est hearts and willing farm hands.
Faith without knowledge is like a
ipalr of suspenders without buttons.
He who most profitably employs
Ills time has the most time to spare
Eat, drink and be merry for to
morrow it will cost a darn sight
more.
There Is always a bumper crop of
ties and the harvesters are plenty
enough. '
'
Pitching baseball isn't the only field
of endeavor where good control is
two-face- d

Optic

tot
COLUMN

To-wi- t:

Branded
On left shoulder

FOR PUBLICATION
Territory of New Mexico,
County of San MlgueL
In the District Court.
NOTICE

Branded
On left hip
siaid animal being unknown to uu
loard, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 21, 1911, said date being 10
UttjB after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board tor the benefit of the
owner
hen found.
CATTLE

SANITARY

Joe Hollis, Plaintiff,
No. 7209

vs.

Fred Hern, Defendant,
The Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad Company, Garnishee, Defendant.
t,
Fred
The said defendant,
Hern, is hereby notified that a suit
has been commenced against, him by
Joe Hollis, plaintiff in the District
Court of San Miguel county. Territory
of New Mexico, being cause No. 7209
on the docket of said court, wherein
the said plaintiff, Joe Hollis, seeks
to recover the sum of Fifty ($50.00)
Dollars due the said plaintiff by the
seld defendant for and on account ol
room, lodging and board furnished the
said defendant by the eaid plaintiff.
That unless you enter, or cause to
be entered, your appearance in said
cause on or before the 14th day of
August, A. D. 1911, Judgment by de
fault will be entered therein against

BOARD.

Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. June 29, last pub. July 11, '11

RESTAURANT

THE LOBBY

6H0RT ORDERS

THE

AND REGULAR DINNERS

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE

AND

BUSINESS

SOCIETY

AND CAFE

ALWAYS

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

brothers always welcome to the
Regular comwigwam. W. O. Wood, sachem;
David Flint, chief of records and
munication first and
third Thursday in each
collector of wampum.
month. Visiting broth,
ers cordially invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chas. H.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Sporleder, Secretary.
month at O. R. C. halL Visiting
,
Brothers
are cordially invited. Q.
LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg
"Cfrular conclave second Tues-- j Condon, Secretary
day In each month at Ma
F, O. E. Meets first and third Tuessonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
day evenings each month, at Fracorder.
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
CHAPTER NO. 3,
VEGAS
LAS
B. F. McGuire, President; E. C,
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Ward, Secretary.
convocation first Monday
Main each month at
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
m. J. A, Rutledge, H,
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
P.; Chas. H. Sporleder,
building.
Visiting members are
secretary- Invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E,
S. Meets
first and third Fri I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1. Meets every
In
Masonic
Temple. Mrs.
days
Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All islt-ta- g
M.
Agnes
Tripp, Worthy Matron;
brethren cordially invited to atThomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A,
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
T. Rogers. V. G.; T. M.
Elwood,"
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street
Secretary; W, E Crites, treasurer;
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

CHAPMAN

LODGE

NO. 2, A. F. A

A. M.

it

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
Optic's Number, Main 2.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Victor Perez, Enclno, N. M.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVEROne black horse, about 7
TISEMENTS
or 8 years old, weight about 800 lbs.,
Five cents per line each Insertion. about 14 hands high.
Estimate six ordinary words to a
line. No ad to occupy less space than
On left shoulder
two lines. All advertisements charg unuer Dit in tne
rignt ear.
ed will be booked at space actually
Said animal being unknown to this
set, without regard to number of Boai d, unless claimed by owner on or
Cash In advance preferred. before July 21, 1911, said date
words.
being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
ynu.
Wan teg Good cook.
Inquire 520 owner when found.
Plaintiff's attorney Is W. J. Lucas,
CATTLE
SANITARY BOARD,
Washington.
whose post of floe address is East, Las
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
First pun. June 29, last pub. July 11, '11 Vegas, New Mexico.
403
WANTED Dining room girl.
JOHN JOERNS,
(Seal)
Railroad avenue.
Clerk.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
NO
LODGE
DORADO
EL
1,
impeded.
Men and boys in Los An may concern that the following deWANTED
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
LA8 VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODKNIGHTS
PYTHIA8
OF
Meets
stand
how
many people
Surprising
geles. Small pay but can learn scribed estray animal waa taken up by by local applications, as they cannot
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
eveNovel Dainties.
ear.
the
ready to help you when you don't
reach
diseased
of
the
O.
every
J.
portion
Monday
Leatherwood, Stanley, N. M.
trade of automobiles, electricity,
need help.
The kumquats or "little oranges"
There is only one way to cure deafMeets the second and fourth Fri-aain
12
Castle
14
One
or
hall.
horse
ning
conyellow
plumbing, bricklaying on actual
Success In life is like the black eye that come In boxes at the fruit store
ness, and that la by constitutional
of each month in the w. O.
tract jobs. 300 students last year, years old, both ears split, weighs remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Vistting Knights are
of the fighter. It was not given to are a source of wonderment to many
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
750
lbs.
Christopher
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
him, he had to fight for it.
United;' Trde
persons who have never used them
Catalogue free.
invited.
cordially
Clay, Venerable
of
Eustachian
Tube.
Consul;
When
the
George
Branded
ing
Keep the boy in school the coming themselves or happened to meet them
School Contracting Co., Los An
Chas. E. Llebsch-nieLaemmle, Clerk; z. W. Montague,
this tube is inflamed you have a rum
years cannot- give him back his lost on others' tables. The way they are
On
left
hip
geles.
Chancellor assistant deputy. Visiting Neighsound or imperfect hearing, and
served by an uptown chef is this: He
opportunity for an education.
aiso one roan norse 5 years otu, bling
Commander. Harry
when it is entirely closed, deafness is
covers a plate with endive leaves that
The salient difference between
bors are cordially invited.
weight about 550 lbs.
the result, and unless the inflamma
Martin, Keeper of
man and a woman Is that a woman have been chilled and then covers the
Pv tion can be taken out and this tube
Branded
Records and Seal.
lives in the past, a man In the future. leaves with kumquats that have been
On right hip
? restored willto Its normal condition
DENTISTS.
sliced very fine and allowed to stand FOR SALE Full bloodtd fox terrier
What has become of the
be destroyed
forever;
ioned copy-booSaid animal being unknown to im hearing
which was supposed for an hour or two with a covering
W. R,
puppies; natural
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
out
nine
ten
cases
are
of
caused
by
to mold character as well as promul of sugar and sherry. The salad is
F. R. LORD
Board, unless claimed by owner on or catarrh, which is nothing but an in UNION OF AMERICA
Williams, 623 Railroad ave.
Meets
first
dressed with oil and vinegar.
gate the Spencerlan system?
before July 21, 1911, said date being 10 flamed condition of the mucous sur
DENTIST
A pessimist Is a man who can't en
and third Wednesdays ' of each
Alligator pears are another mystery FOR SALE CHEAP 5
year old black drys after last appearance of this ad faces.
joy the beauties of an apple blossom to a good many American housewives
Office Pioneer Building
month
at
Fraternal
One
We
Brotherhood
will,
Hundred
Dollars
give
15
or
horse,
hands, driving
riding, vertisement, said estray will be sold
because he only thinks of the pos who have departed from traditional
Rooms 3 and 4
deafness (caused by
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A.
nice even trotter, perfectly gentle. by this Board for the benefit of the for any case ofcannot
lines. The pears to be delicious should
sible stomach, ache it represents.
that
be cured by
Office
catarrh)
Phone Main 57
memGlvens,
Secretary.
Visiting
also
owner when found.
be a little soft, and they should
Address X., Optic.
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Send for cir
Residence
bers cordially invited.
Phone Main 418
be very cold. Cut the pears in half.
CATTLE
free.
SANITARY
culars,
BOARD,
GREAT AWAKENING OF SOUTH
arrange them on individual plates cov
, F. J. CHENEY
cow.
& Co., Toledo, Q
Good
For Sale
Albuquerque. N. M.
ered with white lettuce leaves and Call 1007 Cheap street Jersey
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Sold by Duggists, 75c.
First pub. June 29, last pub. July 11, '11
Eleventh
Beginning to Realize Duty In Devel fill each cavity with French dressing.
102 Meets every Monday night at
Take Hall's Family Pills for consft
DENTI8T
opment of Agricultural, Mining
The pears are eaten with a spoon, like
patlon.
their hall In the Schmidt building, Suite
and Other Industries.
FOR SALE White Wyandotte hens,
a muskmelon.
4, Crockett Building. Has phones
Estray Advertisement
west of Fountain Square, at eight
$8 and $10 per doz., according to
Notice is nereby given to whom it
at office and residence.
There is a great awakening taking
o'clock.
Visiting members are corquality. Mrs. M. E. Johnson, Hum- may concern that the following de
welcome.
place in the south awakening to a
E.
E.
dially
Gehring, presiscribed estray animal was taken up by
boldt, Kan.
realization of ber duty in the develdent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, SecreATTORNEYS
N.
M.
Reyes
of
Martinez,
her
Reyes,
opment
agricultural, mining,
C. Pally, Treasurer.
tary;
SALE
?OR
deblanks
stock raising and manufacturing posof all
One small, bay, white faced
Legal
Geo. H- - Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
sibilities. These possibilities lay dorscriptions. Notary seals and rec- pony about 4 years old.
J.
E.
ROSENWALD
LODGE
545.
NO.
mant for decades, but recent years
ords at The Optic office.
Branded
HUNKER & HUNKER
T i
have revealed the fact that her citiI. O. of B. B.
Meets every first TuesOn right hip
A
Attorneys at Law
zens are not unmindful of their posWhen cane seats are relaxed turn
day of the month In the vestry Las
Said animal being unknown to this
New Mexico
,
sessions and have awakened from
Vegas
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
upside down, pour boiling
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
their slumber and are producing rad- the chair
over it, scour in hot soapsuds
water
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
before July 21, 1911. said date being 10
ical changes in our economic condiand rinBe again in boiling water, when FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
Isaac Appel,
MASSAGE
cordially invited.
tions.
after
last
days
of
appearance
in
modern home.
this ad
Phone Purple
the cane should be found to have con
SecCharles
President;
In no section of the south is this tracted.
Greenclay,
vertisement, said estray will be sold
5302.
more marked than in Texas, says the
retary.
MRS. OTX1E SHEARER
by this Board for the benefit of the
A polish that may be used for floors
Houston Post While great awakenowner
of
made
of
is
found.
and
furniture
when
parts
equal
FOR
RENT
Two
Masseuse and Midwife
furnished
large
ing has been manifested along all inboiled linseed oil and methy
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Broth- Residence Phone
rooms for light housekeeping, with
Main 308
dustrial lines the most marked is vinegar,
lated spirits. Where the polish has
of maN. M.
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth Massage Parlor Phone
cor.
shown in the development of our agri- worn off
Albuquerque,
closets.
National
and
Inquire
Vegas 75
this renews it, and when it
First pub. June 29, last pub. July 11, '11
cultural resources. This has followed is well rubbed
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Fridays
Railroad avenue.
Thursday of each month, eighth
in it gives a brilliant
the Installation of new agricultural surface to the floor.
thirtieth
run,
breath. Visiting and Saturdays.
machinery on the farm and the introEstray Advertisement
of paint FOR RENT Nice room, private home
marks
If
left
the
has
painter
duction of new agricultural methods
Notice is hereby given to whom it
across street from Dormitory, 821
and the Improvement of farm live on the floor apply to them a paste
given.
soda
and
concern that the following de
lime
of
may
made
of
parts
equal
Main avenue.
stock. The agencies that have been
Leave
water.
little
a
moistened
with
scribed estray animal was taken up by
the chief factor In this awakening are
apply very thickly, for 24 hours,
M. T. Nix. Rosebud, New Mexico.
the demonstration farm plan of the this,
will
United States department of agricul then wash it off and the stains
One roan pony horse about
ture and the inauguration of the farm- be found to have disappeared.
LOST Twenty-fivdollars, one ten 12 or 15 years old.
ers' institute by the state department
dollar bill and three five dollar
Phone Main 357.
Branded
IS CLEAN, PURE AND HAS LASTING
QUALITIES
of agriculture. These two great agen
Sweetbreads. With Peas.
On left hip
between
Gross
com
bills,
and
Kelly
Wash and clean the sweetbreads
ciea have worked in unison in em
Said animal being unknown to this
pany's wholesale house and West
phasizing the importance of adopting and parboil 15 minutes. Drain. When
Made from distilled water
ern Union.
Return to Western Board, unless claimed by owner on or
saner methods on the farm and in the cool enough to handle cut in pieces
LOCAL
TIME
CARD
tabletwo
Melt
Union.
before July 21, 1911, said date being 10
with a silver knife.
orchards.
The Texas farmers have caught on spoonfuls of butter in a saucepan, add
days after last appearance of this adto contagion of progress and have the sweetbreads and a can of peas
vertisement, said ettray will be soli
WEST BOUND
learned that with the opportunity of (French preferred). Cook, stirring octhis Board for the benefit of the'
PHONE 227 MAIN
by
Arrive
sweetbreads
the
until
begin
labor has come the opportunity of casionally
owner when found.
FOR SALE
No. 1
1:60 P. M.
success. They have learned that to to brown, add one tablespoonful flour,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
The former Harris Bros., 'dairy Just
6:15 A. M.
No. 3
cup
succeed they must work with their mix until smooth, add one-hal-f
6:15 P. M.
brains as well as with their hands; of milk, stir gently, thicken with a north of city limits on Eighth street;
Albuquerque, N. M. No. 7
and learning this they have been able little cornstarch stirred smooth in a S acres of ground, 5 acres in alfalfa; First pub. June 29, last pub. July 11, '11 No. 9
6:85 P. M.
to overcome the greatest obstacle little of the milk. Serve with dia- orchard and small fruits, all under
Depart
and conquer the hardest circumstan monds of toast around the dish.
No. 1
1:10 P. M.
Estray Advertisement
house with bath and
ditch;
have
learned
ces. They
that indus
Notice is hereby given to whom It No. S
A. M.
MEDICINES VERSUS
6:20
HONEST
two
water;
houses,
city
large
poultry
If it may be termed a science must
try is needed to develop the resources
' de- No. 7 ...
concern
6:40
P. M.
may
that
2
the
following
FAKES
large barns; especially suited for
of talent as well as of soil. And what
M.
9
7:00 P.
scribed estray animal was taken up by No.
include a means of presenting the
a change has come with this realiza
-President Taft's recent message dairy and poultry raising. Will be sold
,
.
tion. Lands that were utilized in
A. H. Harris, 612 M. G. Keenan, Springer.
See
very
Pure
to
the
cheap.
amendment
an
suggesting
One black mare about 8
EAST BOUND
growing inferior crops of cotton, corn Food and
proposition to the greatest number
Drugs law in its relation to Lincoln avenue.
and other grains are producing paying
old.
years
Arrive
to
not
refer
of prospective buyers. To reach this
crops of onions, cabbage, celery, can- prepared medicines, does
Branded
rsm No. 2
:10 P. M.
Right in your busiest season when
'
taloupes and other crops for which such standard medicines as Foley's you nave tne least time to spare
On right hip
lOJ No. 4
11:10 P. M.
class in the southwest use the
there are great demands. Low lands Honey and Tar Compound and Foley you are most likely to take diarrhoea
Said animal being unknown to this No. 8
1:15 A. M.
have been drained and made fertile Kidney Pills, both of which are true and lose several
days' time, unless
and productive. Dry lands have been medicines carefully compounded of you have Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera Board, unless claimed by owner on or No. 10
;1:45 P. M.
and
to
before
21, 1911, said date being 10
planted
alfalfa, fruits
Irrigated
July
and
Diarrhea
hand
at
and
Remedy
Depart
medicinal qualities
a dose on the first appearance of days after last appearance of ' this ad- No. 2
and other crops and a thousand chan- Ingredients whose
:
!15 P. M.
meuical pro- take
the disease. For sale by all druggists vertisement, said estray will be sold
ges made that are contributing com are recognized by the
11:20 P. M
No. 4
reme
known
as
best
the
home
owner
itself
the
fession
to
and
wealth
fort
by this Board for the benefit of the No. 8
1:25 A. M.
to the state.
dial agents for the disease they are
Never leave home on a Journey owner when found.
:10 P. M.
No. 10
For over without a bottle of Chamberlain's Co
intended to counteract
SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLF
three decades Foley's Honey and Tar lic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It
Poultry Manure.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Is almost certain to be needed and
Compound has been a standard rem cannot
29, last pub. Jury 11,11
June
First
on
obtained
board
be
when
pub.
manure
has
been well edy for coughs, colds and affections
If the poultry
"cars or steamships. For sale by
cared for and is comparatively free or the throat, chest and lungs for chil the
all druggists.
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR COMfrom coarse litter It can be used to dren and for grown persons, and it
POUND
for
the
smaller
crops,
best advantage
above "Man works from sun to sun," Is? effective for coughs and colds In
such as onions, beets, radishes and retains today its
No
lettuce. This manure proved especial a) lother preparations of Its kind. Fol quoted the Wise Guy, "but woman's either children or grown' persons.
no harmful drugs. In the
opiates,
d tmS
WM
on
season
the
effective
are
valuable
past
never
work
some
during
"And
Pills
la
done."
equally
Kidney
ey
ly
package. Refuse substitutes.
the celery plantations at state college. and meritorious. O. G. Schaefer and times It Isn't even commenced." ad yellow
O. G. Schaefer and Rel Cross Drus
ded the Simple Mug.
Red Cross Drug Co.
Co.
bread-winne-

d

d

g

i

It may be of interest to those who
are in the habit of putting up their
own ice for summer use from a nearby pond, or stream, to know that the
use of Ice is not so dangerous as the
use of the water from which It is
formed, so far as typhoid fever is
concerned. Although the typhoid fever
germ, and the germ of diphtheria, as
well, can withstand a temperature of
310 degrees F. below zero, for several
days, experiments with ice made from
polluted water have shown that when
the water freezes, the majority of the
typhoid organisms are soon destroyed.
However, the few that do survive, die
off slowly, and it is these few that
outlive their fellows that have been
the cause of serious epidemics in a
few cases. According to Parke, not
one in a thousand lives in ice longer
than one month, and all are dead at
the end of six months.
Relatively few outbreaks of typhoid
fever have been traced to the use of
ice; however, conclusive evidence was
obtained to show that the thirty-nin- e
cases of typhoid at the St. Lawrence
hospital, near Ogdensburg, N. Y., several years ago, were the result of using polluted ice. Several months before it was used the ice had been cut
from the St Lawrence river, about
three miles below the outlet of the
Ogdensburg sewer. Living typhoid
germs were found in samples of the
melted Ice examined after the break
ing out of the epidemic. Walter Q.
Sackett, Colorado Agricultural College, Fort Collins.

15he

KIDNEY DISEASES ARE CURABLE
under certain conditions. The right
medicine must be taken berore tne
disease has progressed too far. Mr.
Perry A. Pitman, Dale, Tex., says:
I was down In bed for four montns
with kidney and bladder trouble and
gall stones. One bottle of Foley's
Kidney Remedy cured me well and
sound." Ask for it. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

Eatray Advertisement
Notice U hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal waa taken up by
a. a- - &ena, n. lam Vegas, n. M.
One blue roan horse.
Branded
On right hip
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Painting
and
Paper
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Knowing

For Rent

First class work
and best
terials is my
motto. Estimates cheerful'
ly

Lost

H. T. Davis
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Believing in the future of this City and Now Mexico, The Optic
Occupies the Front Scat in the Van of Progress. What
helps Las Vegas will in turn help the Optic to Grow

and Prosper as a newspaper

And lieep Abreast of the Times
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Delivered to Your Door Every Evening in the Week
Except Sunday For 15 Genii
By Wail $6.00

&

Year, Payable in Advance

this Being a Special Rate for Mail Subscribers
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LOCAL NEWS

111

at noon
ESTABLISHED

187(1

catalogue, .will be larger and more
The Optic will not Issue a paper tlaborate tuis year than ever before
in the history of the school.
tomorrow.

A party of ten Normal
suniuiei
school students who reside in tor-talewent Saturday Santa Fe. lue
called on Governor V. J. amis, who
Always get the best at Nolette's appointed a guide to show them the
earner snop.
interesting eight in the Ancient City.
H
The students visited the cliff dwellThe Fortnightly club will dance to ings near Santa Fe. They returned
night in the O. R. C. hall. A good home this morning on Santa Fe
,
sized company of young people is ex train No. 8.
to
be
pected
present.
Miss ennie Greenlee, who has been
Ice cream and cake tonight, sliced a critic teacher In the Normal trainpineapple tomorrow night for dessert ing school for several years, has reat White Kitchen. Meals 25 cents signed. Miss Greenlee has taken a
The place that la clean.
position in the schools of National
city, UaliT., of which Dr. B. S. It A won
The regular monthly meeting of the formerly president of the Normal, Is
Relief Society of Las Vegas Hospital buyermienaent. Miss Greenlee is an
will be held Wednesday afternoon at eiflcient teacher and the Normal m.
Eents and faculty are sorry to lose
2:3d o'clock at the hospital.
ue: services.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Lunch every morning ai 10 o'clock
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
at
Long's Buffet.
rels on the bar.

Regular meeting tonight ot Las
Chapter No. 3, Royal Arch

Admission to the baseball, benefit
dance tomorrow night Is 1 1. Best of
music will be provided and everybody
is sure to have a good time.

First National Bank
OF

Forest Ranger Coen, who nas'been
employed on the Pecos forest reserve,
has resigned bis position and will
take up other employment
You will

not feel as though you
have celebrated the Fourth success
fully unless you attend the baseball

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,

benefit dance in the armory tomor
row evening.

Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A
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has been placed in the hands 01 ROAD
pruueis by Dr Ittaik H. a. Roberts, president ot the Normal. The
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fencing or highway'near'te
COLOTITO

s,

RAFEL
PROTESTED
BY

S A LE

At the regular meeting of the board
this morning
the Tecolotlto road controversy was
revived. A road which Is much used
by the residents of that locality has
been fenced up by Rafael Lucero. A
number of Lucero's nelghobrs. head
ed by Hernando Baca, protested to
the commissioners some time ago,
but at the time set for the hearing
none of these persons appeared and
the board dropped the matter. The
controversy was
today.
Lucero owns a homestead which
the road crosses. He says he has the
right to fence his place and cannot
do so without
stringing the wire
across the road, thus necessitating a
new route. There was much oratory
on both sides of the question, and the
talking was still in progress at noon
The commissioners probably will fix
the annual tax levy at this session.
The board did not expect to complete
For the purpose of organization the
ts work ths afternoon. It likely will
new Las Vegas grant board met hi
adjourn oyer July 4 and resume work
morning. Don Felix Esqulbel. a mem-be-r Wednesday.
of the board, was unahin t
present. The board adjourned until
CIVIC CELEBRATION
wis arternoon when It was niannoH
Minneapolis,
Minn., July 3. Today's
to elect officers and prepare for hunt.
contributions to the great Minneapolis
ness. The members of the board
Civic celebration included competitive
nave arranged for their bond
Tn
a. drills
by the Minnesota national guard.
dition to eleoting officers the board a
review of the troops by Governor
expected this afternoon to choose Eberhart and a
parade of uniformed
a secretary and legal adviser.
fraternal orders.

'Finch's

Golden

of county commissioners

a... aseu.
.. uuu.uS iwjss,
Wiuiin.

In the Wood. Direr trnm
vjii. UlOliJJKl J
fo you. At the Lobby, of course.

In a special train running a a
Positively no camping, flshinit or
C.
hunting allowed on our ranch.
second section of Santa
W. and F. J. Wesner.
No. 9 a party of school
teachers
passed through thjia citv Sn
The first dance on the new pavi evening on their way to Los
Angeles
lion, just built for that purpose at El w auena tne, annual
meeting of the
Porvenir, will be given tomorrow American Education association. The
night, also a fine disnlav nt fw party was in charge of C. L. Van
works.
Cleve, head of the large institution
Everybody is Invited.
for the blind in Columbus, Ohio.
The East Las Vegas nostoffice will J. A. Shawan, superintendent of the
observe holiday hours tomorrow. city schools of Columbus, was a memThere will be no delivery bv the can. ber of the party. He was met here
rlers, but the general delivery, stamp by Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts, who
ana carrier windows will be open was graduated from the Columbus
from 9 ot 10 a. m.
high school at some time during the
twenty-twyears Mr. Shawan has
The Fraternal Brotherhood will hold teen at the head of the school
its regular weekly meeting toniehl. though Mrs.. Roberts does not my
in its lodge rooms on the Fountain Just how long.
Square. A full attendance
of the
I '.fay school teachers
membership is desired.
had enrolled
in the San Miguel county institute at
Tony Faust draught beer is on tap noon today, it Is expected this numat the Opera Bar, and is one of the ber will be Increased considerably as
finest draught beers served over anv not nearly all the teachers who extar in the city.
pect to attend the institute have arrived in town. Many of them have
A washout on the main line of thn put off coming to Las Vegas until
Santa Fe near Los Cerrillos
delayed after the Fourth of July. ..Last year
traffic a short time last nieht. Train the institute had a registration
of
No. 8, which Is due here at 1:15 a. eighty. This year the number will
m., did not arrive until after 7 o' reach 100, according to present indiclock this morning. Other trains wnt cations. The institute is being held
through on time. This is the first in the Normal in connection with the
rouble the Santa Fe has had wltn summer school. Dr. Frank H H
washouts this year in this section o! Roberts is conductor and Miss Anna
J. Rieve and Mrs. Lou, Cobb are
the country.
assistants.

23 Per Cent Discount on All Hen's,
Boy's and Children's Straw Hats,
Including Panamas in all
the late Blocks

N

Do not miss this chance to get an Electric Iron
30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

Las Vegas Light & Power Co;
Phone Main 206
Screened end L ump Raton Cerrlllos

GOAL

A

P O WOOD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite

Coal, all sizes

Steam

Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

P. W. C ON D ON

""'

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone
Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

Old Crow sold over the bar at
Long's Buffet

ODDS TEN TO SIX

Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena ar
rested Miguel B. Ortiz at Chapelle
W0LGASTJYII1 WIN
last Saturday on a charge of horse
stealing. He was given a hearing PLENTY OF MONEY AT
10 TO 9
before Justice of the Peace Luis
CHAMPION WON'T KNOCK
Montoya, who held him to await the
OUT BRITISHER
action of the grand jury, fixing his
bond at $300. Ortiz furnlshtd bond
San Francisco, July 3 Lightweight
and was released.
made eight hits while Raton gather- - Champion Ad Wolgast and Challen
ger Owen Moran, both trained to the
fight here
Company H will hold its regular minute for their
drill this evening at 7:30 o'clock. A tomorrow afternoon, rested today.
Both are under the stipulated weight
full attendance
of the members
is urged as the company wishes of 133 pounds, ringside. The betting
to get in the beet of condition odds are 10 to 6 in the champion's
10 fo 9 offered he will
for s the annual encampment, which favor, with
not knock the Englishman out.
will be held on the rifle range
near Las .Yega&...lhe. flatter
part TO UNVEIL MONUMENT LATER
of this month.
Dublin, July
unveiling of the
St.; Gaudens monument
of Charles
A delightful recital will "be"
given Stewart Parnell, which was originally
this evening at the Normal university
fixed to take place today, has been
by the members of "the faculty :of the
music department assisted to H. E. indefinitely postponed owing to the
failure to complete the foundation for
Larkin, the Las Vegas Male Quar
tette and others. The recital will be the memorial.
gin shortly after 8 o'clock and will
be free to all. The publlo is cordially
invited to be present.
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This Storo Will Cloco
All Day July 4th, 1911
x

THE ORAAF & HAYWARD CO. ,

i.
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4.50

., 3.75

Straws for.

2.25

walk in Hot Weather.

i '4

J,
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Measurements show that a
womaa doing the work in an
average kitchen, takes 200rhiles
of steps that a hoosier kitchen
Cabinet could save her. in the
Hot weather months.

"I .

small payment down and
a dollar a week buys one.
A

c.

The Iloosier
Special Saves Miles of Steps
for Tired Feet.

J. C. JOHNSEN

& SON

Licensed Hoosier Agents.

Resourcse
oLans and discounts
$137,188.27
Furnitre and fixtures
4,786.70
Stocks, sec'tjs., etc
11,000.00
Cash and sight exchange. . 59,213.14
Total

L13

75c
56c

Save yourself that 200 mile

of The Plaza Trust
Savings Bank of Las Vegas,
New Mexico, June 30, 1911.

$212,188.11

FOR 30 DAYS

Liabilities.
Capital stock
$ 15,000.00
anl
undivided'
Surplus
Profits
3,694.14
Deposits
$193,493.97
"

Total
$212,18&.ll
The above statement is correct
HALLETT, Raynolds, Cashier.
Territory of New Mexico, County of
San Miguel, ss.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 30th day of June, 1911. ,

.

CHAS. P. TRUMBULL,

(SESAL)

Our Pride Flour
$1.3Q por Back
Every 'Sack Guaranteed

Notary Public.

:"

NEW

'1

J;

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

HONEY
We Launder Your

THE FIRST
OF THE SEASON

20c per Frame

J. H. STEARNS
GROCER.

Carnations
Roses
Marguerites

Sweet Peas
Gladioli
Candytuft
"

Pompon Dahlias.

On ion

Storo Phono Main 462

. . . ...

A

the Conditon

Dont forget the flowers for your
4th of July Dinner Table.

Perry

130

'.

1,50

GREENBERGER
Square Deal

&

3.-- The

Trinidad took yesterday's
eama
from Dawson with ease, the score be
ing 13 to 5. Lanning started the
game for Dawson and was knocked
out of the box. Corich followed and
met a similar fate. Barr tried his
luck and was bumped; liberally. Tnm.
my Lockbart pitched for Trinidad and
neia the Dawson bunch well in hand
after the first inning, when Dawson
"
got four runs. '

$6.00 Panamas tor

$1.75 Straws for..
$1.50 Straws for.
$1.00 Straws for
75c Straws for...

These Hals Are All New and of the Latest
Weaves and Styles.

'

STATEMENT

,

U- -"

$2.05 '

$3.00

Excellent home table.
Saddle burros free.
Excursions everywhere.
Carriage out Wed. and Saturday.
Terms: $2 per day; $10 per week,
Leave orders it Murphey's.

'

'

$2.75 Straws for
$2.00 Straws for..

$5.00 Panamas for

,

o

$8.00 Panamas for ... . $6.00
$7.00 Panamas for. ... : 5.25

JULY AT HARVEY'S
Cool and comfortable.

Ai-- nn

Hal:

-

'
.

Negligee Shirts:.

in a way that makes them look'
much better than is possible ,
when they are sent to a washerwoman, or done at home.
You will find that we make
them cleaner... and whiter.
It
colored, we wash them thorough-- .
ly, but so carefully that the colors stay bright.
, i , '; i
We etarch the shirts Just'
right, so the bosoms stay in
place and the neckbands hold
your collars properly. And we
launder the cuffs so they look as
nice aa your collar.
Good dressing demands that
your negligee snlrt be sent us,
with your other linen.

For

ICE TEA
We have the Price
-

and Quality

Oriental

Blend

Fancy Ceylon Blend

Fancy Japan Blend
Special Blend.

,

$1.00
75
.50
.35

C. D. BOUCHER
The Coffee Man

.

So n
Ranch Phone Main 276
&

Now is the Time

Las Vegas Ste ni Laundry
'7.
Phone Mait

i81.il

Read The Optic. It carries the full
Associated Press report. '

i

